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Experiment New Interactions
Bertram Niessen

Kinotek is  a duo of video performer

from  Rome,  composed  of  Mattia

Casalegno and Giovanni D’Aloia . They

try to build up audio-visual  ambient

using the languages of the new media

arts.  They  move  with  confidence

between the  area  of  club vjing  and

the  area  of  abstract  performances,

with the objective to experiment the

different  modalities  of  interaction

b e t w e e n  t e c h n o l o g i e s  a n d

p e r f o r m a n c e s .  T h r o u g h  t h e

stratification  of  hi-tech  dreams  and

analogical memories, Kinotek propose

extremely  interesting  contemporary

glances  at  possible  dreamed worlds

and not.

Most of all Mattia Casalegno assumed

during the last two years a role more

and more prestigious, not only in the

national  ambit,  but  also  in  the

international  one.  He got  in  contact

with lots of different artists, not just

electronic  ones,  inside  contests  and

festivals of absolute relief (as the last

edition of Mutek), as he accompanied

with  his  visual  the  performances  of

Maurizio Martusciello aka MartUx_M.

He’s the one we will interview, to get

in  touch  with  the  work  and  the

aesthetic  of  Kinotek,  and talk  about

the electronic-minimal group MetaXu

and the collective of Italian electronic

artists  Avatar  41  °  whom  Mattia

Casalegno  is  part  of.

.

Bertram Niessen: First of all, I would

like to have some information about

the way you work and the software

you use. Besides, are the contents of

the  video  performances  created  by

you  or  is  it  an  operation  of  found

footage?
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Kinotek: Talking about the live-media

projects  or  the  strict  collaborations

with musicians, or even more specific

w o r k s ,  w e  r a t h e r  c r e a t e  o u r

instruments  with  programs  as

Max/Msp/Jitter  o  Isadora.  Talking

about  the  vjing  situation,  we  lately

found  Modul8  by  GargeCube  the

program that suite us the most, that

w e  u s e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  M I D I

controllers. In the past we “abused” of

VDMX by Vidvox and we’ve been in

love  with  the  Japanese  Composite

Station, one of the first vjing program

put on the market.  As hardware we

use  different  mixers  such  as  the

Roland V4 and the Panasonic  AVE5.

We also have an old Panasonic mx12

that  we  conserve  and  respect  as  a

veteran of the war. The materials are

usually  samples  from  movies  or

television, downloaded videos or our

material, shoot or virtual

Bertram  Niessen :  Which  is  the

modality of  interaction that you use

live?  Are  there  more  performers  on

the  same  mater ia l ,  a re  there

stratifications or does anyone follow is

own output?

Kinotek: Recently we work less and

less together at the same console;

often we have more shows at the

same time so we must separate. In

the occasion where we use the

console together there is always a big

mess, everybody touches everything

so the result is a big shapeless and

chaotic visual blob!

During the years we obviously

developed two different stiles, the

one that as a “graphical” approach and

concentrate more on the rhythm, on

the shape, and the one who cares

more about the filmic aspect, giving

more light to contents and narration.

The specificity of any of us is also the

strength of Kinotek that is

characterized on the visual plan by

the overlapping of graphic form and

filmic material.

.

Bertram Niessen: What is the margin

of  improvisation  that  you  have?  Do

you work on a specific match, on an

ideal script or is all aleatory?

Kinotek: As far as club vjing is

concerned freedom is the key word.

We prepare the contents to use, but

the ways we can mix them live is

strictly extemporaneous and depend

obviously from the energy of music

and public. But in different occasion a

list is needed and useful, for example
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in the case of particular collaborations

with musicians and performers.

In  our  last  project,  WorldTour  ,

presented with Forrest Drum at Live

Performers  Meeting  of  Rome  this

year, we divided the selected material

for every audio track, then mixed and

elaborated live. Differently in a project

that  we’ll  present  at  the  festival

Sensoralia in Rome next year (1 st April

2006) we begin from a given material,

a mute film of early century ( Gli ultimi

giorni  di  Pompei  )  that  we  wil l

“dismantle”  while  performing.

.

Bertram  Niessen:  Your  aesthetic

choices  are  an  interesting  mix

b e t w e e n  a b s t r a c t i o n i s m

g r a p h i c / a r c h i t e c t o n i c  a n d

cinematographic  narrative.  Why  this

choice ? And how do you measure out

you ingredient ?

Kinotek: Our personal styles form the

visual of Kinotek. More than a choice,

we consider this a direct consequence

of our common work and our artistic

research, and maybe the

characteristic of Kinotek reside in the

capacity of create this emerging union

from our two aesthetic peculiarity.

www.kinotek.org
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Rec Festival, Live After Siesta
Silvia Bianchi

The  Rec  Festival  of  25  th  February

2 0 0 6  i n  M a d r i d  h a s  s e e n  t h e

participation of different artists from

all around Europe and local artists as

well. The festival was a marathon of 12

hours where 24 deejays and as many

vee-jay alternate head to head on two

different  stages  giving  a  good

overview  about  the  last  European

production.

The  RecMadrid,  organized  and

produced  by  Nak  e  Tektun  TV  and

completely  financed  by  the  city  of

Madrid, is the first festival the city has

dedicated to the audio and video. The

festival  inserts  in  a  larger  European

ambit where the crescent importance

of the electronic art generates more

and  more  shows  that  increase  the

value  both  of  the  image  and  the

sound. I had the opportunity to meet

the English group Addictive TV , the

HFR-Lab from Rome, and the graphic

crew Giraffen Toast .

I discussed on the actual state of the

international audio-visual production,

both in the live media ambit and in

the newer Vjing. The groups told me

about  their  experiences  and  their

histories,  the  different  attitudes  and

the approaches to the graphic, visual

and  sound  management  part  of  an

audio-video product.

.

In this sense the work of the Addictive

TV , presents with their AV live at Rec,

has  perfectly  synthesized  the

potentialities  of  a  live  where  audio

and  video  are  one  necessary  to

another to involve the public and to

the  visual  entertainment.  The

Addictive  TV is  a  crew of  Londoner

producers  and  audio-video  artists
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act ive  f rom  years  in  the  Vj ing

international  scene.  They’re  known

not only for their  performances,  but

also  for  their  work  for  the  TV,  the

production  of  DVD  and  the  festival

Optronica . International leaders in the

audio-video  production  and  in  the

vjing, their project called Mixmasters

is  transmitted  every  year  on  ITV1

channel . Thanks to the participation

of  world-famous  artists  Mixmasters

represent  nowadays  the  greatest

collection of works from this gender,

giving a global overview about Vjing.

Silvia Bianchi: How did European and

international  vjing  change  during

these  years?

Addictive  Tv:   During the  last  years

the  scene  changed  because  of

technologies changes, new software,

and  the  diffusion  of  instruments  to

manipulate imagines as the DVJ� The

available  instrumentation  of  today

wasn’t available yesterday! We’re in a

moment where groups of people, as

the creators  of  Resolume ,  dedicate

their  time  to  create  and  ameliorate

v j i n g  p r o d u c t s .  A l l  o f  t h i s

phenomenon  brought  vjing  to  a

natural evolution and diffusion both of

t h e  v j i n g  a n d  m e d i a - l i v e ,

a c c o m p a n i e d  b y  s t r o n g

encouragements  of  the  enterprises

from  this  sector.
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Silvia Bianchi: What’s your relationship

with England and the local scene?

Addictive  Tv:  During  the  last  years

we’ve  dedicated to  the organization

of projects linked to the promotion of

audio-video production, in England as

abroad, thanks to the collaboration of

media  and  institutions.  Since  2001

we’ve worked together with Cinefeel

to  the  Audiovisual  Lounge  project.

These shows, at the start played only

in London and then proposed also in

ShoreDitch and Paris,  were a mix of

DJ:VJ  sets,  AV  live  and  installation

with the objective to create a multi-

media lounge.

The  aim was  to  make  people  more

aware  at  the  point  that  those  who

came  to  the  show  were  rea l ly

interested  in  what  was  happening

there.  It  was a beautiful  experience,

we  earned  a  big  success  with  the

participation  from  all  over  England.

Last year we organized the Optronica

festival,  an  event  born  with  the

purpose  to  concentrate  on  the

convergence of visual and electronic

m u s i c .  T h e  f e s t i v a l ,  b o r n  i n

collaboration  with  the  Film  Theatre

and  the  British  Film  Institute,  we

obtained the IMAX cinema of London

as  location,  giving  the  possibility  to

artists as Dj Spooky and the Plaid to

perform  on  the  biggest  screen  of

E n g l a n d  d u r i n g  a  t h r e e  d a y s

completely  dedicated  to  the  audio-

video live performances.

.

Silvia Bianchi: What’s your relationship

with vjing and what’s with live-media?

Addictive Tv:   We think they’re both

interesting  and  important.  The  Club

cannot  guarantee  to  a  VJ  a  total

development  of  its  abilities  because

this one is often forced to work with a

D J  w i t h  w h o m  t h e r e ’ s  n o

compatibility.  In  this  sense  the  Live

Media gives a further possibility to the

VJ,  as  he can dedicate to complete

the  performance.  Recently  we’re

concentrating on Live Media, working
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together  at  the  pre-production  the

audio and video cuts and we built a

real show. During the live you can see

the  elaborated  material  under  the

shape  of  audio-video  tracks  where,

for  example,  a  jazz  concert  is

proposed as a virtual jazz remix with a

real orchestra who’s playing.

The experience of vjing increased our

work to the point where we have to

try  other  forms  of  audio-video

contamination, as the Live Cinema for

example.  Recently  on  tour  we’re

presenting a project called The eye of

the pilot where we add the guitarist

Alejandro de Valera to our work. The

project is a musical and video remix of

the fabulous personal archive in 8mm

of  pilot  Raymond  Lamy,  recorded

during  his  flights  in  50′s.  This  new

phenomenon created a huge curiosity

even  between  the  movie  festivals,

who  didn’t  consider  the  vjing  until

n o w .  B u t  t h e y ’ r e  s t a r t i n g

demonstrating  more  and  more

interest  and  sensitivity.  

.

The Hfr-lab is a couple of Roman guys

who’ve  been  living  in  London  from

four years. They work as graphics and

video-maker.  The  Heterogeneous

Field of Research is a creative studio

that  involves  the  use  of  different

media as generator of heterogeneous

ideas, a lab where different types of

research contaminate each others and

grow up. In their work, characterized

by  an  impeccable  aesthetic,  images

melt  with graphic that breaks down

and compose landscapes.

Silvia  Bianchi :  Can  you  tel l  me

something about your recent project?

HFR-lab: The project is called Cityscan

,  and include a  series  of  production

where video is just one of the output.

The work born from an artistic process

who gave life  to several  installation,

live performances and an interactive

DVD  centred  on  the  study  of  the

urban  space  and  its  possible  digital

variations. Cityscan is an audio-video

where images are a real visualization

of the music. It travelled round many

vjing and video festivals to end with

the publication on DVD as complete

product.

Silvia Bianchi: May I ask you how do

you work live?

HFR-lab:  We  use  2  laptops,  2  USB

controllers and a V4 video mixer. We

work  with  final  cut  because  we

believe  the  quality  of  the  images  is
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fundamental.  In  fact  the images we

use  are  all  shoot  in  High  Definition

format. The clip are edited in 4/4 so

that we can follow the music even if

used during the VJ-set and integrate

the  work  carr ied  out  with  the

software in flash, so that the result is

fluid and compact.

.

Silvia Bianchi: Is your work centred in

g e n e r a l  o n  t h e  s t u d y  o f  t h e

landscape?

HFR-lab:  Yes.  At  the  moment  we’re

dedicating  to  another  project,  Bit-

Scapes  ,  commissioned  by  the

Lovebytes festival of Sheffield, where

we worked manipulating the images

shot in a village on the west Australia .

The  installation  develops  on  three

screen  where  the  images  are

elaborated in a different way with the

aim to explore the concept of digital

reproduction and manipulation. Each

screen represent a different state of

the  metamorphosis  modifying

continuously the recorded image.

We  wanted  to  give  to  the  graphics

a n d  t h e  a n i m a t i o n s  o r g a n i c

behaviours,  in  a  way  that  they

followed the nature of the landscape,

creating  a  sort  of  audio-visual

compos i t ion .  We  wanted  the

elements to coexist in a new “digital

biosphere”. That’s the reason why we

added the work of a programmer who

g u a r a n t e e d  t h a t  t h e  d i g i t a l

reproduction  would  elaborate  the

image on the base of the parameters

coming from the nature. 

.

Another interesting reality in this Rec

edit ion  is  represented  by  the

GiraffenToast  ,  a  crew  of  graphics

from  Hamburg  that  during  the  last

years produced video clips for artists

such  as  Funk-storum  ,  Matthew

Herbert and City Centre Offices, with

whom they appear in the Mixmasters

compilation  produced  by  Addictive

TV.

Combining  multimedia  art  and

illustration,  their  vj-sets  represent  a
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superb example of  how images can

melt with animation.

Silvia Bianchi: May I ask you which is

your approach to the Vjing and how

do you work live?

Giraffen Toast: We started producing

videos six years ago, attending an art

school  in  Hamburg  ,  where  we

graduated in video production. At the

moment we work as graphics and 3D

animators.  In  our  live  we  unite  our

passion to the graphic world with the

video,  integrating  Final  Cut  works

with  Flash  clips.  We  like  thematic

works and preparing set where audio

and video are related one to another.

Often we take care of the audio part

in our sets, adding with tracktor the

audio track inside the visual.

.

Silvia Bianchi: May I ask you which is

the festival scene in Germany ?

Giraffen Toast:  During the last years

the  interest  for  the  vjing  scene

increased a lot in Germany . We had

the opportunity to present our work in

many festivals both video and cinema

ones. In general we can say that the

interest increased for the audio-video

production  and  all  the  visual-art

production.  There’s  in  some  way  a

growing interest for the electronic art

a n d  a l l  i t s  c o n s e q u e n c e s ,  a s

demonstrated  by  festival  such  as

Bitfilm-festival  of  Hamburg  ,  who

dedicated in its last edition a special

section to the vjing.

www.hfr-lab.com

www.lovebytes.org.uk

www.addictive.com

www.cinefeel.org

www.optronica.org

www.giraffentoast.com

www.bitfilm-festival.org
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Echran, Black Electronic Metronomy
Marco Mancuso

There  is  a  duo  who  come  to  the

attention of the musical chronicles of

Italian underground, a couple able to

mix  with  care  both  the  musical

production  and  the  live  aspect,  the

audio  synthesis  and  the  video

representation.

Echran  combines  the  extreme

approach of a pure sound, free from a

precise  melody,  with  atmospheres

recover ing  darker  sonorit ies ,

environment  they  both  come  from,

going beyond the limited frontiers of

this  genre  and  coming  to  more

modern  territories,  with  glitch

aesthetics and starting again from the

sample fragments at first transfigured

and then let flow.

Fabio  Volpi  e  Davide  del  Col  ,  are

technically  made  up  of  laptop  with

Ableton live and Tascam controllers,

Korg MS2000 and effects, consisting

of  drones  growing  gradually  of

intensity,  with  matching  of  colours

and rhythmic structures together with

the tone of their sounds.

Bearing in mind common experiences

in testing modern technology in order

to express their individual

sensitiveness, they managed to sum

them all up in the Echran project with

a perfect synergy. Davide, behind the

scenes of the project Ornament, turns

upside down environmental sounds,

preferring temperatures which, from

the ambient go back on a Kelvin

absolute zero. Works of a visionary in

a post industrial butcher’s, available

on the net without any money but the

individual frame of mind to accept the

content. Fabio in parallel devotes to

his adventure with Otolab , a Milan

collective famous for its audiovisual

experimentation now even outside

Italy . In Echran he plays, sings/talks in

French and directs live visuals. With

the name _dies , Fabio Volpi was

heard in the Pavillon of Contemporary

Art of Milan, during the review

Synchronie 2005 , presenting a grave

drum emerging from nothing in some

tracks of Echran.
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Their fusion led to the recent release

o f  S / t  o n  E b r i a  r e c o r d s  i n  c o

production  with  Small  Voices  ,  the

first  label  giving  voice  to  an  auto-

production  relaunching  the  value  of

music instead of the strictly economic

one,  espousing  the  notion  of  no-

copyright, the second label counting

in  its  catalogue  examples  of  an

industrial  sound  and/or  obscure  of

the  recent  past:  Maurizio  Bianchi,

Nocturnal  Emission,  T.A.C,  Z’ev  .

S/t is a work well welcomed by the

m u s i c a l  c r i t i c s  b o t h  o n  t h e

newspapers and on the web, at least

for  who  is  careful  to  seize  sound

evolutions standing out in a plethora

of  releases  clogging  the  musical

sphere.  It  is  an  outstanding  result

even because it occurred in a phase in

which  electro  music  was  widening

once  again  its  spectre  of  action,

through  the  fusion  of  the  existing

mater ia l ,  the  use  of  d ig ita l  in

emulation of analogical, the recovery

of  low  quality  of  the  forgotten

patrimony  of  8bits,  up  to  glitch

looking  back  nostalgically  once

exceeded  the  cult  of  error.

In  S/t  Echran  make  their  poetics

sensitive  without  trapping  sound

within a textual message and without

r isking  having  s inging  adding

elements  unconnected  with  their

aesthetics. They resort to acting with

the voice of Fabio Volpi, who talks in

French and is like a diverted alter ego,

a  figure  representative  of  each

monster  hiding  in  our  neighbour.

Pathologies  loved  by  media.  A  CD

with a never boring repetition of loops

maybe  thanks  to  a  progressive

dilatation  and  superimposition  of

o t h e r  e l e m e n t s  i n  s l o w  a n d

continuous  accumulation  of  tension.

The images of the project were stolen

from  a  master  of  cinematographic

poetry:  Tarkovsky  who,  in  Stalker  ,

manages  to  let  you  enter  a  never-

ending  loop:  the  long  sequence  of

faces  and the endless  sound of  the

rail.

.
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We have the chance to talk to Fabio

Volpi , in order to define the form and

the  substance  emerging  from  S/t,

produced even thanks to the precious

help  of  Paolo  Romano  of  Ebria

Records,  active  not  only  in  the

production  of  the  label  but  in  the

organisation  of  Impro  Free  Minimial

Core festival BaaFest too- which takes

place every two years at the Stecca

degli Artigiani of Milan- and above all

a true added member of the group. A

work totally Italian, but far-reaching.

MK:  Tell  me  about  the  origins  of

Echran.  How  did  you  met,  which

affinities have approached you, which

common experiences?

Fabio  Volpi:  Some  years  ago  we

played together in a dark group: Vidi

Aquam .  Than,  we continued a  solo

career,  me  with  _dies  and  the

collaboration  with  Otolab,  through

industrial  and  repetitive  sonorities

with quite explicit references to ritual

and  shamanic  music,  using  as  a

musical  instrument  an  analogical

Tascam Multi-track cassette recorder.

Davide,  instead,  with  the  project

Ornament , works in a more ambient

environment,  with  obscure and very

dilated drones.  Successively,  we felt

the common need to get rid of those

extreme experiences, with a “lighter”

project,  less  intransigent  from  the

point  of  view  of  purism,  keeping

anyway  a  certain  incisiveness  and

personality  in  the  choice  of  our

sonorities.

MK:  How  did  you  meet  Ebria  and

which importance had Paolo Romano

and the pals in the production of the

record?

Fabio Volpi: Paolo can be considered

as  the  third  member  of  Echran.  He

managed to translate our requests, a

bit too literary and artistic, in effectual

audio  technical  solutions.  At  the

beginning  of  the  recording  the

relationship with Ebria for distribution

wasn’t  well  defined,  it  has  become

effective  thanks  to  the  growing

enthusiasm and involvement of Paolo

in our studio sessions.

.

MK :  S/t  had  at  least  a  couple  of

positive reviews here in Italy ,  and I

liked  it  very  much  too.  I  found  it,

beyond  all  the  words  that  have

already  been  said  and  written,  a

surprisingly mature work. How do you

explain the success of critics of S/t? In

what can it  differ  from other  Italian

field productions?
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Fabio Volpi:  The good reviews were

even more than just a couple, but it is

not just that which surprised me the

most.  I  read  some  reviews  which

enjoyed me a lot, drifting, becoming

pieces of literature. It remains that the

most useful to us, that is to say the

coldest and most technical ones, have

seized  some  of  communication

potentialities of the tracks giving a lot

of pleasure to the ones, as us, always

addressing to a little niche of public.

For the rest,  I  think we had success

because of the historical moment the

CD  was  released  in,  period  inflated

with  continuous  releases  of  rock

groups playing uncritically and in full

nostalgic  trance  exactly  as  Clash  or

Joy Division did, without shame and

with  good  results  of  selling.  In  the

middle of all this, a work such as our’s,

completely  out  of  fashion,  is  very

positive for the reviewer.

MK:  Your  work  has  been  defined  a

work  of  cold  electronic  aesthetics,

minimal and synthetic, alienating and

repetitive,  elegant  and  noisy.  All

features present and well mixed in a

record  that  maybe  wants  to  give  a

deeper  aesthetical  message,  or  at

least different. It is just a feeling or the

imprint  of  your  music  is  moving

exactly  towards  this  direction?

Fabio  Volpi:  One  of  the  key  words

recurring  often  in  our  discussions  is

illness:  that  is  to  say  the  diverted

vision of things through filters such as

paranoia,  detachment  and  a  certain

dehumanisation as main obsessions. If

you want,  our aesthetics aligns with

Memorie  del  sottosuolo.  Dostoevsky

has  already  said  all  about  it  better

then  us.  In  our  case  this  line,  once

again  extremist,  has  produced

characters, sounds and matching with

a  s t r o n g  p e r s o n a l i t y  a n d  a

recognizable  identity.

.

MK: How do you divide your process

of  work?  How  do  you  work  during

creation,  editing  and  how  do  you

confront live?

Fabio Volpi: Our project is founded on

a strong dilation of sounds generated

or taken from loops, from which we

extract  an  inf in i tes imal  part ,

reiterating it endlessly. This normally

constitutes the main part of our work.

All the successive sound levels, sinth

and  voices  are  superimposed  for

assonance or dissonance. We decided

to  mix  sonorit ies  coming  from

different “epochs” such as glitch with
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space sounds of the 70′s supporting

and  strengthening  one  another.

During a performance we try to keep

together  the  analogical  and  digital

features  of  sounds,  using  both

software  and  sinth.

MK:  Which  musical  or  aesthetical

influences  guide  your  work?  And  in

this  process,  how can be read your

paral le l  experiences  with  con

Ornament e Otolab? Fabio, you above

all  works with Otolab both as far as

the  collective’s  audio  and  video

component  are  concerned,  it’s  then

you  who  cares  about  the  aesthetic

and live aspect of Echran?

Fabio  Volpi :  As  far  as  Davide  is

concerned,  his  influences  go  from

Deutsh Nepal , to Kirlian Camera, up

to Tangerine Dream .  My influences

are on the basis Islamic music, both

sacred and of entertainment. As far as

rock-electro  music  is  concerned,  I

would  certainly  say  Suicide,  Joy

Division,  Pan  Sonic  and  Coil  .  As

general influences of the both of us, I

would say the first period of Current

93  and  Trobbing  Ghristle  for  their

attitude. For the visuals, it’s my fault.

We decided to  take  some works  of

Tarkovskj, such as Stalker and Solaris

and to reproduce them from a point

of view stressing the errors, voluntary

a n d  n o t ,  d u e  t o  t h e  d i g i t a l

compression  of  the  films.  The vocal

parts  are  acted  by  a  blurred  and

disfigured  character  entering  the

videos,  giving  us  the  chance  to

eliminate during a  live the figure of

the singer  -rock-performer,  far  from

our way of being.

.

MK: In S/t an element fascinates and

stands  out  quite  above  (or  outside)

the  work:  the  singing  (talking)  in

French,  giving  quite  a  sense  of

inevitability and collision to the whole

musical path of the record. How was

this idea born, why in French, which

is, whether it exists, the message?

Fabio Volpi: This is my fault too. It is

just  a  decision taken by chance,  for

job and study reasons I know French

rap,  to  me  much  more  true  and

effective than the English’s one. So I

understood  that  for  our  sounds,

English or Italian would have been too

accommodating.  There  isn’t  a  single

message, but just the suggestion that

each track, or better each single loop,

has inside itself. The success of a track

depends on how it is given birth.
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www.echran.net

www.ebriarecords.com

www.otolab.net

www.echran.net/ornament/index.ht

m
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Live: To Play And To Create Is Like Playing
Alex Dandi

T h e r e  i s  a  m u s i c a l  s o f t w a r e

application which has been changing

the modus operandi of electro music

for some years. It is called Live. It is

produced  by  the  Berlin  software

house Ableton, founded in 1999 by the

programmers/  sound  engineers

Robert  Henke  and  Gerhard  Behle,

known as well as musicians under the

name of Monokale .

The fans of the duo know that, since

1995,  has  been  creating  their  own

m i n i m a l i s t  s o u n d ,  r a t h e r

distinguishable, made up of research

of  new  possibilities  of  expression

through  electro  music  and  keeping

vintage  instruments  level  with

software and computer. Today Henke

is  going  solo  with  Monolake,  while

Behle  focuses  on  Ableton,  even

though his creative contribution is still

fundamental for the development of

new  “features”  of  the  revolutionary

software, now at 5.03 version.

From 2001 to today, Live passed from

its first rudimentary and quite limited

incarnation,  to  the  current  futuristic

version representing the state of the

art  in  the  field  of  tool  for  creation,

production and execution of  electro

music ( and not only). A good part of

the  renowned  electro  music  scene

and  Berlin  house  music  revolves

around the use of this sequencer, no

doubt  about  it.  Live  is  the  creative

turning point tool of electro music of

2006, exactly as MiniMoog was in the

70′s  and 303,  808 and 909 and the

samplers Akai were of the 80′s.

.

Let’s  go  with  order.  Live  1.0  was

conceived  simply  as  a  software

application  allowing  the  handling  of
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“live”  loop  audio  and  simple  effects

(delay, echoes and equalizers) able to

integrate  an  electro  musician  in  a

band,  getting  rid  of  “sequences”

imposed  by  study  -conceived

software such as Pro Tools,  Cubase,

Sonar and Logic. It is necessary to say

that  those  eminent  and  powerful

sequencers have always been planned

with a linear approach nearer to the

one a sound engineer can have for the

mixing of the ended track rather then

with a more chaotic and unstructured

approach a musician can have during

composition.  The  main  difference

between  Live  and  other  sequencers

currently sold is exactly the different

approach  to  composition,  somehow

linked to its origin as a tool conceived

to make music rather than to plan it.

The  possibil ity  to  cut,  loop  and

recombine  in  real  time  (without

pressing  the  stop  button)  gives  the

opportunity  to  the  laptop-  provided

musician to make endless “jams” with

complete  bands.  Exactly  as  the

drummer, who can add groove to his

part  adding or  cutting some “slaps”,

the neo electro musician can do the

same thing with his sounds.

.

From  improvisation  can  grow  new

ideas  exactly  as  when  a  band  tries

different  tracks  structure.  Profiting

from its typical uninterrupted flux of

chances  of  (re)combinations  Live

becomes  a  flexible  tool  able  to

stimulate the creativity, even beyond

musical or technical competences. It

is  not  just  a  case  that  one  of  its

creators, Henke, isn’t a musician in the

classical meaning of the term; in fact

he is  not  able to play manually  any

instrument.

Creat iv i ty  with  L ive  is  a lways

stimulated through an action-reaction

process; it is a videogame with a high

level of interactivity. We should never

forget  that  playing  an  instrument  is

like  playing a  game,  it  is  just  not  a

case that in English “to play” means to

play a game and to play an instrument

(In  Italian  there  are  two  different

verbs). What Ableton understood and

did, differently from other sequencers’

producers, is that the creativity phase

should  never  be  sacrificed  and

subordinated to the difficulty of use of

t h e  t o o l .  A  c e r t a i n  g r a p h i c a l

min imal i sm  of  the  inter face ,

apparently just an aesthetic habit,  is

at  the  service  of  the  immediacy  of

use: a cursor is little more then a line,

a  crossover  is  a  horizontal  line;  a

panpot  is  a  circle  and  so  on.  The

double  graphical  view  with  the
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window with vertical samples and the

usual vision of the horizontal tracks (

with the controls to the right rather

than to the left) are representative of

a different style, of a more natural and

less  common  way  of  thinking.  In

practice, it is a way of thinking made

explicit  in  a  software  application  of

musical production.

.

With  the  2.0  and  3.0  releases,  Live

started to transform itself in a perfect

tool  for  creating  music  beyond

playing it, but it was the 4.0 version

that marked a true turning point for

A b l e t o n , .  W i t h  l i v e  4 . 0 ,  t h e y

introduced  the  chance  to  handle

external virtual tools and to edit and

use midi with the same easiness the

audio  of  the  previous  versions  was

handled.  Live 4.0 has made explode

the  potential  of  Live,  bringing  it  to

become the pulsing heart of each new

musician  of  laptop  generation.  The

introduction  of  the  mini  sampler

“simpler”  and  of  the  do-it-yourself

drum  machine  “impulse”  gave  the

possibility to the customers to create

their own rhythmic and melodic lines

and to integrate no matter which soft

sinth in an extremely natural way.

The current version 5.0 is  absolutely

powerful,  with  al l  the  features

satisfying  the  contemporaneous

electro musician. It has maybe started

a new era of electro composition and

it is not just a case if everybody, from

Daft  Punk  to  Nine  Inch  Nails,  from

Telefon  Tel  Aviv  to  Scanner,  from

Mogwai  to  Akufen,  recognises  the

creative  impact  Live  had  on  his

approach to composition. The future

is here, let’s get rid of the superfluous

and free our creativity.

www.ableton.com
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La Molleindustria, When The Goin’ Gets Tough
Claudia D'Alonzo

A process of creative deconstruction

has been assaulting one of the most

representative  “mass  entertainment”

commercial  product:  videogame.

G r o u p s  a s  M o l l e i n d u s t r i a ,

Newsgaming , Antiwargame, Metapet

deconstruct schemes and contents of

videogame  language  changing

videogames  from  entertainment

instruments into soft stings to kindle

lethargic brains.

These kind of games �which are often

realized  in  Macromedia  Flash  and

called politicalgames or subvergames

� are online detonators for our critical

sense.

Molleindustria  represents one of  the

most  interesting  laboratories  of

vivacious  experiments  of  creative

contra-information.  They  create

software art, media activism and net

art  products far  from the market  of

digital  entertainment;  they  reinvent

one  of  the  pop  culture  language

sabotaging mass thematic and rules.

Their hyper-coloured and gummy 2D

graphics is used to “softly” combat, to

mordaciously  and  transversally  critic

temporary  jobs  (  Tamatipico  ) ,

information censorship and control  (

Enduring Indymedia ), the stereotypes

of  macho  sexual  culture  (  Orgasms

Simulator ),  and the filthy actions of

mult inat iona ls  (  Mc  Donald ’s

Videogame  ).

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How did you chose

to  kindle  lethargic  brains  and  critic

sense through videogames?

P a o l o  P e d e r c i n i :  l a s t  y e a r s

videogames  have  frequently  passed
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over  the  l imits  they  have  been

clogged  for  years.  Commercial

videogames,  shooter  videogames

commissioned  by  the  pentagon  to

enlist  young  people,  and  religious

v i d e o g a m e s  w e r e  c r e a t e d .

Entertainment  industry  context  is

connected to cultural production: we

talk  about  infotainement  and

edutainement, there are videogames

based on movies  and movies  based

on  videogames,  “pokemon”  or  “star

wars”  brands  mark  huge  consume

s u b c u l t u r e s ,  n o t  a  s e r i e s  o f

homogeneous  products.

At  the same period the huge world

movement  that  criticized  the  neo-

liberalist order started to interact with

mass  communication  means  in  a

different  way.  We  thought  about

v i d e o g a m e s  a s  m e a n s  o f

communicat ion  and  cu l tura l

confrontation.  Even  designer  artists

and academic people turned over in

their  mind  the  same  thing.  It  was

going to happen.

.

Claudia  D’Alonzo:  Your  works  are

c a l l e d  e t h i c  v i d e o g a m e s ,

politicalgames, subvergames and they

represent  a  convergence  between

software art and media activism. How

do  you  connect  in  your  works  the

communicational aspect and stylistic

choices? For example, from the visual

point  of  view,  you  follow  an  easy

graphics:  l ittle  details,  puppet

characters and sounds, a cartoon-like

aesthetic. How this style is functional

to social and political contents?

Paolo Pedercini: a lot of these stylistic

choices are made up to react to some

stereotypes.  The  dirty  and  bad

imaginary  of  underground  cultural

p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  a n t a g o n i s t

c o m m u n i c a t i o n  i s  g o o d  f o r

adolescents  products  only.  On  the

other hand new media art aesthetics

are  uniquely  adopted to  differ  from

the mass cultural production.

“Traditional” artists were protected by

a rigid compartmenting: a painting or

a  sculpture  �beyond  their  value  �  is

always perceived as a work of art. On

the contrary, artists manipulating less

exclusive  materials  as  video  and

software risk to have their production

labelled  as  popular  or  commercial

production.  So  they  compulsively

choose  low  tech,  glitch,  graphic

minimalism to differ themselves from

the mainstream visual culture. These

expedients are metabolized in a few

years, (think of “pixeled” H&M walls).
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This  systematic  withdrawal,  this

formal  research  to  be  used  by  the

mode system is very sad. This is why

we prefer to accept the deal of pop

culture. In a sense this is the culture

jammer  approach  that  re-elaborates

some mainstream elements, and the

indie-pop music player approach that

adopts  radio  phonic  sounds  and

structures.

.

C l a u d i a  D ’ A l o n z o :  Y o u  u s e

videogames  as  a  language  and  you

sabotaged  some  fundamental

elements: one of the most evident is

the impossibility � in some of them � to

win. What are the aspects of classic

videogame  are  you  interested  in

deconstruct  or  exploit?

Paolo  Pedercini:  It  depends  on  the

message you want to pass on. Don’t

forget the meaning of a videogame is

�  main ly  �  in  i t s  gameplay ,  i t s

mechanism. This is where you have to

operate. Replacing Bush with an alien

is  not  enough  to  criticize  neo-cons

administration.  This  way  the  player

won’t receive any information and the

intrinsically warmonger and “rambist”

aspects  of  that  kind  of  videogames

will be untouched.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Are you planning to

create interactive online videogames?

Paolo Pedercini:  We don’t know yet.

Mult iplayer  games  have  great

potentialities  because  they  are  real

social  environments  where  you  can

create  r ich  and  unpredictable

interpersonal  relationships.  But  the

risk is the game mechanism imprisons

these  relationships  completely

excluding bodies.  I’m thinking about

MMORPG I wrote a reportage on last

year:  They  are  a  very  interesting

phenomenon but they are sinisterly in

line with the general trend of isolation

and atomization of the individual.

I prefer to trust social networks that

exploit  web  potentialities  in  an

opposite  way.  They  don’t  create

machine-related  relationships  (i.e.

payment services), they put people in

contact.
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Claudia  D’Alonso:  Do  you  think  the

typica l  p layer  of  commerc ia l

videogames  is  also  interested  in

playing political videogames? Are you

interested in this kind of public?

Paolo Pedercini:  Apart from the fact

all videogames are political; we have

to  say  that  casual  gamers  (online

game users) are more interesting than

typical video gamers because they are

a  more  heterogeneous  group.  For

example there is the same percentage

of  males  and females.  The situation

where  the  fruition  occurs  is  more

interesting; if you want a commercial

game you have to pay and install  it,

you have to be more motivated.

Claudia D’Alonzo: You are among the

most interesting exponents of digital

art scene and you took part at some

exhibitions  such  as  the  Radical

Software Show at the Piemonte Share

Fest iva l  in  Tur in  .  How  do  you

conciliate these expositive situations

with your immaterial nature related to

the online spreading of  your works?

What kind of dressing do you chose?

D o  y o u  g i v e  p r o m o t e r s  s o m e

suggestions?

Paolo  Pedercini:  Yes,  sometimes

someone mistakes us for artists and

wants to expose things everyone can

see from home. Software art is cheap

to expose, it’s enough to place a pair

of computers; you don’t have to pay

a u t h o r s  t o  s e t  u p  c o m p l e x

installations.  That’s  why  there  are

more  digital  art  critics  than  digital

artists.

No, we don’t give any suggestions on

the set up.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: I’d like to know your

impressions on the Meet The Media

Guru  2006 Conference dedicated to

one of the cyber culture guru Geert

Lovink. What do you think about the

decis ion  to  place  Lovink  in  an

institutional  context  like  Santa

Teresa’s Mediateca in front of a public

made  up  of  people  who  were  not

lovers  of  new  media  and  its  most

activist forms.

Paolo  Pedercini:  I  think  the  contra-

cultures  and  radical  and  critical

components role in the development

of the Net is now accepted.

As  relate  to  Lovink’s  conference,  I

agree with his net-criticism concept.
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We use the same approach with our

videogames,  these  hateful  and

wonderful objects. I found interesting

his opinion on blogs phenomenon as a

cynical  reaction to the crisis  of  new

economy.  The  blog  is  a  collective

means to look for verity.

But I had the impression he gave a too

e n t h u s i a s t i c  j u d g e m e n t  t o

“blogsphere”. Now there are editorial

groups controlling the most important

blogs.  Blogger  has  now  become  a

profess ion  and  a  commercia l

i n s t r u m e n t  t o  p e r f e c t l y  j o i n

i n f o r m a t i o n ,  o n - d e m a n d

entertainment  and  a  non-invasive

commercial purpose. It’s hard not to

think  capitals  will  soon  invested  on

this means.

.

Claudia  D’Alonzo:  Molti  dei  vostri

g i o c h i  h a n n o  c o m e  t e m a  l e

problematiche relative al  mondo del

l a v o r o .  E ’  s t a t a  d a  p o c o

commercializzata  un’  espansione  di

The Sims che permette di creare una

vita lavorativa all’alter ego virtuale del

giocatore:  ciascuno  può  decidere  di

metter  su  un’attività  commerciale,

gestire  i l  personale  e  con  delle

espansioni aggiuntive può scegliere se

molestare durante le pause le proprie

dipendenti più appetibili(!). Pensi che

questa serie di “opzioni” agghiaccianti

contengano  una  qualche  critica

ironica  al  sistema  lavorativo  neo-

liberista o pensi che ne rappresentino

una fedele riproduzione con la quale

ogni  aspirante  “nano-imprenditore”

possa trastullarsi  senza scomodare il

proprio senso critico?

Paolo  Pedercini:   Purtroppo  non  ho

giocato all’espansione a cui ti riferisci

e  non  posso  quindi  darne  una

valutazione. In linea di massima direi

che è molto meglio che l’opzione della

molestia  sul  posto  di  lavoro  venga

implementata  piuttosto  che  venga

rimossa visto che fa parte della  vita

quotidiana.  Dare  la  possibilità  a  un

giocatore  di  eseguire  un’azione  non

significa necessariamente giustificarla.

Occorre  vedere  quali  reazioni  si

mettono  in  moto  per  capire  come

qual  è  la  “posizione”  degli  autori  a

riguardo.

The  Sims  è  comunque  un  oggetto

tremendamente  ambiguo,  se  c’è

dell’ironia  è  tanto  sottile  da  farlo

sembrare un vero e proprio spot dello

st i le  di  v ita  del la  middle  class

americana.  Ma  d’altra  parte  il  ceto

medio  rappresentato  dai  Sims  è  in
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crisi  da  tempo,  nel  senso che fasce

sempre più grandi della popolazione

statunitense  rimangono  escluse  dal

paradiso  suburbano.

E allora come possiamo leggere quel

gioco? Come rinforzo al consumismo

sfrenato,  a  quello  stile  di  vita  che

secondo Bush Jr. “non è negoziabile”?

Come valvola di  sfogo per i  sempre

p i ù  n u m e r o s i  “ l o s e r ” ?  C o m e

manifestazione  nostalgica  di  una

nazione  che  sta  rapidamente

perdendo  l’egemonia  globale?.

www.molleindustria.it
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Meeting The Media Guru: Geert Lovink
Francesca Valsecchi

The  official  and  awaited  moments

before meeting our  mind myths are

never  the  proper  occasions  for  a

fruitful  exchange,  as  the  conditions

for  a  necessary  concentration  and

participation  do  not  occur  easily.

Neither does escape to this rule the

meeting- on the16 th of March- at the

Multimedia  Library  of  Santa  Teresa-

with Geert Lovink, for the first time in

I ta ly ,  guest  in  that  sett ing  as

wonderful  as  it  is  cold,  become  an

exemplary  setting  for  research,

communication  and  quality  debate,

beyond hosting daily a dense group of

citizens  and  migrants  using  the

multimedia  library  and  Internet.

Lovink was welcomed by a crowded

room,  even though provided with  a

bad  acoustics  making  the  voice

echoes, rather then having a rhythm

of narration able to intermingle itself

with  daily  life  and  partly  to  reveal,

describe  and enrich  it  of  reflections

brand  new  for  deepness.  And  the

deepness  of  Lovink’s  thought  is

exactly  his  capacity  to  update  and

interpret  emergent  and  radical

phenomena,  rendering them a  critic

prospective  able  to  guide  the

intentions of “the man of the net” and

to orientate his practises, rather than

b e i n g  a  v a n g u a r d  t a l k e r  o n

phenomena  of  the  Internet  era.

The most intense part of this meeting

concerned the subject  of  the blogs:

Lovink  read  some parts  of  a  recent

survey,  to  be  ended  yet,  Blog  and

nihilism. I think that in it you can find a

reading key strongly oriented to the

attitudes  of  the  bloggers,  from  the

point  of  view  of  “lifestyle”,  of  life

behaviours,  not  in  the  meaning  of

lifestyle  on  the  level  of  tendencies

(those trends media abuse as if they

were the primary and unique material

able to build up a thought about the

world-  or  to  propose to  the world),

but  rather  on  the  level  of  a  critical

pragmatic  reading  of  life  needs,

attitudes,  balance  of  relations  on

which  instruments  of  public  digital

communication continue to have an

impact  with  and by  which  they  are
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transformed.

.

Franco  Berardi  talked  with  Lovink

investigating the concept of nihilism

at a high level maybe generating an

excessive  detachment  with  the

empathy  of  the  spectator.  Those

masters  are  intellectual  during  their

exposit ion  as  wel l  as  they  are

pragmatic  when  they  do  and  when

they explain and it is maybe on those

aspects  the  exposition  should  focus

on through a game with the listener

leading people to wonder and reflect

about the discussed subjects.

On the other hand, his survey was first

of all practical and actual: the skill to

combine his reflection on the net in an

interdisciplinary context which found

its most original forms in its approach

to counterculture and its connection

with social action. Those subjects are

widely discussed in the text he wrote

with  Shneider-  A  Virtual  world  is

possible- and, with the contribution of

t h e  p o r t a l  H e r m e s _ N e t ,  a r e

interpreted  in  a  very  lucid  way.

Lovink’s blog gathers the first draft of

the new survey, reflections written by

Bifo about nihilism and the different

perspectives  satisfying all  the needs

of reading and investigation.

Much more effective was the end of

the  night,  with  the  projection  of  a

recent  work  of  cultural  criticism,

carried  out  through  an  animated

video  whose  main  feature  was  the

quite total lack of figurative elements.

A video entirely made up of lettering,

that is to say textual forms gathering

in  a  complex  way,  giving  birth  to

forms,  effects  of  composition,

significant emotional and cerebral.

.

The  subtle  game  is  the  continuous

shift from the text in a figurative key,

as pattern, objects articulating on the

page, to the intrinsic dimension of the

text-which  is  semantic-  any  other

perception can’t do without. So, even

if he alternates quickly multilingual to

contexts  of  different  meaning  it
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remains a clear comprehension of the

intention,  aesthetic  as  well  as  of

significance,  implied  in  the  work.

The text replaces images guiding the

figurative  value  of  the  language,

managing  to  express  the  same

strength and skill  in persuading. The

text  is  strengthened  by  the  explicit

semantic key, directly introducing us

to the meanings and to the sense of

what we read. It is then our reading

which becomes a double activity, on

o n e  s i d e  p u s h e d  u p  t o  t h e

interpretation  of  forms,  movements

and transformations animation gives a

further meaning to.

It’s  then  the  reflection  on  language

that is presented as a reading key and

as a guide of innovation in the current

scene of digital culture. Multimedia is

just  an  abundance  of  languages  to

which it is necessary to put beside the

research on the effectiveness of the

languages  themselves,  passing

inevitably from a critical approach to

the  instruments  to  an  original

proposal such as the work presented

by  Lovink.  An  invitation  to  a  direct

action, at least of the mind, passing

through  the  words  of  the  bloggers,

the experiences of  the activists,  the

behaviours of our daily being digital. A

reflection on representation of what is

around us, starting, in a strengthened

way,  from  the  expression  of  the

elements  of  observation we provide

ourselves with in order to understand

it.

.

A VIRTUAL WORLD IS POSSIBLE – for

k ind  concess ion  of  the  porta l

Hermes_Net

The media activist’s renaissance dates

back  to  the  beginning  of  the  90′s,

together with the exponential growth

of the media industry and the chance

to have a personal equipment. In that

period, we observe the creation of a

new type of interest among activists,

programmers,  theorists  and  artists

who recognise that the media are not

only instruments for the fight,  but a

scene of new aesthetic and narrative

experimentations too.

Those  practices  of  technological

liberation  haven’t  immediately

become  big  social  movements,  but

have  represented the  celebration  of

the freedom of the media. The growth

of  this  situation  (connected  to  the

discontent organised in such a way as

to  converge  topics  such  as  neo-

liberalism,  the policies  of  the  global
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warming,  the  exploitation  in  work,

and many others) will allow, after the

end  of  the  post-modern  “period

without  movements”,  the  beginning

of a phase of great mobilization and

the  growth  of  an  hybrid  as  well  as

heterogeneous tendency, labelled by

t r a d i t i o n a l  m e d i a  a s  “ a n t i -

globalisation”.

And if in this case there is no answer

and  no  alternative  to  the  typical

question each generation ask to them

(what  do  we  do?),  it  is  not  even

allowed the possibility of resorting to

solutions  belonging  to  the  past.

“Multitudes” aren’t just a dream or a

theoretical  construction,  but  are  a

reality. If there is a strategy, it isn’t the

o n e  o f  c o n t r a d i c t i o n ,  b u t  o f

complementary  existence.  Here  the

mob and the cyberspace meet; their

manifestations of protest take place in

front of  the international  media and

look for a direct confrontation. Rather

then opposing to the current state of

the things, they would like to add a

new  level  of  globalisation  coming

from  the  bottom.

.

The analysis  of  Lovink and Shneider

continues with a look at the future of

the  movement  appearing  confused

and  res igned,  without  a  va l id

ideological  recognition.  Even  the

m o r a l  c o n d e m n a t i o n  o f  t h e

capital ist ic  society  is  no  more

necessary as the events are very clear

and  the  new  social  formations  take

possession  of  the  streets  and  of

media  spaces  without  feeling  the

need  to  be  represented  by  one  or

more  authorities.  People  involved

mobilize because of real worries and

not for a romantic notion of socialism;

you do not travel for hundreds of km

in order to take part in a gathering of

protest just to follow abstract ideas.

The two authors underline in fact how

this  new political  perspicacity  is  the

main  step  upwards  of  the  recent

period and how lately  the values of

opening  and  freedom  are  being

affirmed.  It’s  exactly  on  these  two

values  that  the  new  concept  of

“digital  multitude”  is  based  on  and

they  have  been  used  on  different

fields such as the dialectic of the open

source, open frontiers, free exchange

of knowledge. This penetration of the

concept doesn’t mean to come to a

compromise with the ideals  of  neo-

liberal  class,  progressive movements

h a v e  a l w a y s  f o u g h t  f o r  t h e

democratisation  of  access  rules,  of
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decision  making  and  of  sharing  of

acquired skills. “We aren’t just looking

for a proper equality at a digital level.”

We  are  in  the  middle  of  a  process

constitut ing  the  total i ty  of  “a

revolutionary individual” global as he

is digital. We must develop a way of

reading  the  “rough  data”  of  the

movements and of their fights and the

way  to  render  their  Experimental

knowledge comprehensible,  in  order

to code and decode the algorithms of

peculiarity,  non  conformity  and  non

confusion, for inventing, regenerating

and  updating  the  stories  and  the

images of  a  truly  global  connection,

for opening the code source of all the

knowledge in circulation and install a

virtual world. The present time claims

new forms of subjectivity (both in the

environments of the web and in the

real  world)  where  those  efforts  are

brought  to  a  level  of  production

where each one can consider himself

as an expert, where the superfluous of

human resources and the intensity of

a daily experience could not get lost.

.

Although  the  movements  against

globalisation give the impression they

have grown both on the streets and in

the  front  line,  the  criticism  on  new

media  culture  starts  from  a  rather

tough balance on the budget cuts and

o n  a  g r o w i n g  h o s t i l i t y  a n d

indifference characterizing the field at

the moment.  Even though someone

declares  that  the power  has  passed

f r o m  c y b e r s p a c e  a n d  t h a t

incorporation  between  onl ine

networks and life outside the net has

occurred, a question remains relevant:

can we talk about a certain synergy

between the protest of the street and

the  virtual  “hacktivism”  movement?

According  to  the  two  authors  we

can’t.

Even though the two forms of protest

are  go ing  through  a  common

conceptual  stadium,  they  r isk

remaining  blocked  at  a  level  of

abstract  and  symbolic  debate  no

longer founded on real situation. You

can’t ignore the contradiction opening

between the real and virtual. Internet

is a hybrid, a mixing of old and new

and  of  manifold  factors.  “New”

movements and media aren’t mature

enough  yet  to  answer  back  to  the

challenge of  the existing power and

the  demands  sound  too  weak  and

e m p t y  i n  t h i s  c o n s e r v a t i v e

atmosphere. What will come after the
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conceptual “demo version”? How is it

possible to go beyond the prototype?

Instead of coining other concepts, the

time has come to wonder about how

software,  interfaces  and  alternative

standards could be actually installed

within  society.  Current  movements

risk to be trapped into protest models

of  self-satisfaction.  Instead  of

supporting the cause of reconciliation

between real  and virtual,  Livink  and

Schneider  refuse  to  conform  to  the

“future is now” of cyberpunk.

.

And if it is now taken for granted that

“ informat ion  bui ld  us  up”  the

consequences of this new awareness

are  less  and  less  measurable  and

act iv ists  have  just  started  to

understand  the  impact  of  this

paradigm. The growing tensions and

polarization oblige us to reflect about

the  limits  of  this  debate  on  new

means of communication. The field of

new media art, in spite of its constant

growth,  risks  remaining  isolated,

unable  to  look  at  the  problems

concerning  art  and  culture  of  the

modern  net-society.  You  feel  the

growing necessity to critically revalue

art  and  culture  of  the  modern  net-

society. Laurent Lessing remarks how

innovation  on  Internet  could  be  a

danger.

After the collapse of the .com the net

has lost its appeal:  technology is no

longer a novelty, the markets turned

bearish and people don’t want to have

anything  more  to  do  with  it.  This

process,  undergoing  acceleration  at

t h e  m o m e n t ,  u n d e r m i n e s

threateningly  the  future  of  the  new

media’s demands. Taken it for granted

that capital and power remain in the

hands  of  old  baby  boomers,  the

challenge of new media still must be

rewarded.  The  discontent  of  media

hasn’t  been understood yet  and the

hope emerging from these pages  is

that  the”  buzz”  of  new  means  of

communication could be transformed

into  something  of  more  interesting

before someone did it our turn.

http://laudanum.net/geert/

www.hermesnet.it/tecnologia/specia

li/lovink/mondovirtuale.html
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Science Of Information, Science And Society
Gigi Ghezzi

Science  of  communication  is  more

and  more  moving  away  from  an

overall  social  subject.  This  science

interdisciplinary  par  excellence  is

specialised  in  subfields  and  has

created  fences  frequently  off-limits,

maybe because it focuses too much

o n  a m a z i n g  a g a i n  a n d  o n

safeguarding  its  margin  of  action.

Together with repetitive manuals on

new media you can find investigation

on  contingent  phenomena  such  as

smart mobs with rather the feature of

a  description  and  of  an  anthology

than an investigative value.

T o g e t h e r  w i t h  s c i e n c e  o f

communication  there  is  psychology

and  sociology  of  mass  media,  the

journalism (with its weekly, daily and

scientific review),  in a few words all

the studies  that  can be gathered in

the  humanist ic  d isc ip l ines  of

information. They use, often implicitly,

”  a  logic  of  closure  point  by  point”

through  a  rhetoric  of  alarmism  (for

instance  Baudr i l la rd)  or  pro-

technicians  enthusiasm (for  instance

Pierre Lévy). Just think about how the

topics of nanotechnology, of robotics

or of genetic engineering are outlined

in black and white without any shade

of colour. Science and social dynamics

don’t  seem  to  exist  anymore,  and

instead of them there is a man devoid

of  evolution  dynamics  inexorably

exposed to the devastating influences

the technology exerts on him. 

.

On the other side of the fence, there is

a rich current affairs press proposing

theoretical models of opening whose

f undamental thesis is that the future

of  science  is  determined  by  its

dialogue with society  (among which
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the  text  of  Rifkin  on  the  Era  of

Access).  In  this  case,  becoming  a

“speech”  of  science,  even  in  its

apparent  simplicity,  gains  a  deep

complexity.  The  disciplines  we  are

talking about are sociology of science,

cultural  studies  on  science  and  on

technology, on technological policies

and on sustainability and on scientific

ethics.

Science, together with its destructive

and imaginative potential developed-

first with medicine then with nuclear

physics and now with biotechnology-

fully penetrates social and political life

of individuals. Today more then ever,

it is impossible to talk about science

and  technology  without  mentioning

society. The technologisation process

societies of XIX and XX centuries have

undergone  developed  side  by  side

with an acceleration often science of

communication  forgets:  public

i n t e r a c t i o n .  A s  N o w o t n y  ( i n

Rethinking  Science:  Knowledge  and

the Public in an Age of Uncertainty,

2001)  ”  society  has  begun  to  speak

back to science”. 

.

Scientific  and  technological  subjects

have  created  a  “new  synergy  with

political  dynamics of  citizenship”.  As

Sheila  Jasanoff  emphasises  in  her

article Science and citizenship: a new

synergy  published  in  Science  and

Public Policy (Abril 2004) is thanks to

different  scientific  problems-  GMO,

sustainable  development,  access  to

medicines  for  the  Third  World  ,

genetic engineering- that knowledge

has  become  deeply  political,  as  it

involves,  first  of  all,  individuals  from

different social spheres.

I t ’ s  sc ience  that  has  changed

government  methods  (governance)

because has created new civil action

spaces, discovering, or rediscovering,

knowledge as political field. To govern

today means to govern knowledge. A

participative  vision  to  public  debate

as well  as a distribution of rights of

m o r e  i n c l u s i v e  a n d  o p e n e d

knowledge versus a hegemonic vision

of  expertise  is  at  stake.  Jasanoff

thinks  also  that  we  are  living  in  a

moment of  constitutional  life  of  the

democratic  society,  a  constitution

meant  in  its  government-legislative

meaning revolving around the hub of

the  relationship  between  society-

technology-science.  Those  are  the

topics  that  had  a  share  in  the

communitarian establishment process

which we often define as “of identity”.
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.

According  to  Sally  Davenport  and

Shirley  Leitch  the  ideal  dialogue

between science and society assume

the  features  of  a  modern  Agora,

resorting  to  the  Athenian  square

model  which  had  such  a  great

importance in the democratic debate

of  Ancient  Greece  (  cfr.  “Public

participation  Agoras,  ancient  and

modern,  and  a  f ramework  for

science�society  debate”,  in  Science

and  Public  Policy  ,  April  2005).  The

modern  scientific  Agorà  should

develop on the three dimensions of

the  forum,  participation  and  of

interactivity.

The forum consists  in  establishing a

public  space  which  can  and  must

include  strong  forms  of  protest.

Participation  must  guarantee  a

broadening of the chances of speech

to  each  individual  involved,  while

interactivity  assures  dynamics  of

e x c h a n g e ,  e n r i c h m e n t  a n d

negotiation of positions and point of

view. The authors report the positive

experience of  New Zealand ‘s  Royal

Commission on Genetic Modification

( R C G M )  f o r  t h e  s t u d y  o f

biotechnological  applications  and  of

GMO in agriculture and food

.

Each  research  which  can  exert  a

widespread  impact  on  population

such  as  biotechnologies’  one,  the

starting point is nothing but the ELSI

model, which reflects on “ethical, legal

and  social  implications”  (the  model

h a s  b e e n  e l a b o r a t e d  b y  t h e

Department  of  Energy  and  the

National  Institutes  of  Health  of  USA

for the Human Genome Project ).

Science  of  communication  should

extract  theoretical  models  starting

from the general rule of public spaces

concerning  technological  and

scientific topics, it should open to the

methods  of  public  and  decision-

making debates(who talks, which are

the  levels  of  the  speech  and  of

influence)  and  should  understands

w h y  a  p o w e r f u l  m e a n  o f
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communication  such  as  Internet-  a

product  of  scientific  community

which  constitutes  potentially  a

perfect form of open forum- remains

strongly geographical (used by 14% of

the international  population,  by 68%

of US population, by 45% of EU’s) and

do not repeat the tale of the no-place

and of virtual deterioration.
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The Fear Of The Limit
Motor

Not  long  ago  I  was  invited  to  the

conference (The Sense  of  the  Limit,

arranged  by  Pino  Zappalà)  which

closed  ToShare,  a  festival  of  digital

arts.  The  subject  of  the  conference

was the sense of the limit.  I  had to

relate the point of view of the artist.

As I didn’t want to tell about my limits

and as we were guests of a festival of

digital  arts,  I  considered  which  the

limits of digital were, in relation with

technology and art.

In this case, fears often, or, better,

quite always, display. In a Newtonian

universe, all is defined through the

fundamental laws of dynamics; in

simple words, the world Is like a huge

clock. Human beings are nothing but

cogwheels of this mechanism, which

isn’t nice if we think we have a

personal will and identity, and yet

there you are the paradigm.

For who is involved, as we are, in the

digital world, the turning point

consists in McCullock, Pitts and

Norbert Wiener ‘s ideas, rather than

on Von Neumann .

.

Wiener,  through  the  foundation  of

cybernetics  in  the  50′s,  understands

that each system can be ascribable to

a  cybernetic  model,  controlled  by

retroaction  mechanisms.  McCullocks

and Pitts discovered togheter how to

shape through mathematics and with

a reasonable success, a single neuron.

So,  Wiener  asked  quite  soon  to

himself: but then, as a human being in

what  do  I  differ  from  a  machine?

Where is the limit? This fear is linked

to the sense of identity brought into

crisis.  The  same  doubt  spreads  in

Blade  Runner  (where  the  androids,
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even though built, are identical, if not

better, with human beings and where

we  will  never  know  whether  the

hunter  Deckart  is  human  or  not�).

From  the  multiple  identities  of

Burroughs,  all  equally  frightening,  to

the multiples of P.K.Dick ,  up to the

demand  of  pathologic  as  the  only

possible  type  of  identity  in  the

characters of Ballard, all is bring up for

discussion again because of the limit.

.

Maybe much of the resistance

towards digital, in the world of art too,

derives from this fear. If we think

about how the limit between human

and digital is, at least, faint and how

much digital we have in our lives, we

should judge it as quite unpleasant.

Beyond bringing up for discussion the

role of the artist, our role as human

beings is collapsing too. This is why

they resort to the idea-accusation

that the digital is something cold,

detached, and immaterial. Idea which,

all in all, identifies “mind” with the

human quid; so, it is possible, at least

in theory, to upload in a computer the

human quid itself.

This idea is previous to digital, or,

better, it is the old Judaic-Christian

idea that the physical body is a limit, is

the flesh to condemn. In other words,

the fear of the limit is the fear of the

crisis of our own identity, crisis which

should be dealt with handling a quite

inevitable transformation.

http://www.heatseeker.it

http://www.toshare.it/
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Fluid.nl: Designer O Developer?
Luca Marzello

The  majority  of  developers  are  not

really  designers  and vice versa.  It  is

more common to find a  work team

instead of a single do-it-all.  We can

however come across really talented,

creative and enthusiastic people, who

are  not  worried  about  using  this  or

that  software and who at  the same

time love design and programming.

To have an idea about Fluid.nl we can

find  the  section  “about”  where  an

interactive  composition  of  words

develops  on  the  movement  of  the

cursor to offer us some suggestions of

the  world  of  Remon  Tijssen.  From

music  to  coordinated  images,  from

v i d e o g a m e s  t o  g e n e r a t i v e

computation,  from personal  projects

to commercial work. Remon explores

the  media  with  the  freshness  of  a

designer and the technical ability of a

developer who wants to be satisfied

by his own line codes “he changed the

shape, he changed it, and he changed

it again. From this, I started to catch a

glimpse of these numbers.

The beauty of a project is made up of

p a s s i o n ,  a b i l i t y ,  g o o d  t a s t e ,

knowledge and the desire to look into

dif ferent  wor lds .  Designer  or

developer? By now for years we can

not  consider  these  figures  separate.

Remon possesses both characteristics

with the will  to  push them towards

new experiences.

.

I  asked  Remon  Tijssen  a.k.a.  Fluid

something about his first match with

computation,  background  and  his

new  challenges  for  the  future.

Luca Marzello: Fluid is really one man

band?
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Fluid.nl:  Yup,  more  or  less.  Writing

c o m p o s i t i o n s ,  a r r a n g i n g

performances,  playing  the  guitar,

singing  and  signing  autographs.  It’s

the  greatest  compliment  if  people

address  to  me  as  the  Fluid  team.

Luca Marzello:  Please give us a brief

bio of yourself…

Fluid.nl:  Born in 1974 in the south of

the Netherlands where I’m still living

and working. Did graphic design and

art  school  (interaction  design),

founded  Fluid.nl  in  2000.

Luca Marzello:  Tell  Digicult your first

approach to computation and coding.

Fluid.nl: I must have been around the

age of ten that I got an Atari 800XL

(comparable to the Commodore 64 at

that  time).  At  first  I  got  it  from my

parents  for  the  games,  but  pretty

soon I discovered a blue screen with a

blinking white square which dropped

all  the characters I  entered with the

keyboard. There was a little book that

came  along  with  the  machine  with

examples  of  computer  code  that

should  generate  visuals  and  even

games  on  my  tv  screen.  I  started

typing  it  in  and  after  getting  it

working and staring at a spiral which

was being drawn, I started changing

some of the numbers just to see what

will happen. The shape changed and

changed  and  changed.  By  this  I

actually  started  to  see  what  those

numbers are for.  Looking back at it,

this  was  my  first  digital  playful

learning activity! As ’till today still the

best way to discover new things.

.

Luca Marzello: Your style look always

fresh&”fluid”  (sorry).  When  your

passion  for  videogames  started  and

how you develop a game to make it

funny and usable?

Fluid.nl: It’s the creation of videgames

that  is  a  passion.  I’m  not  a  fanatic

game player. I think it’s because there

are  so  many  elements  coming

together.  Concept,  visual  design,

animation,  gameplay  /  interactivity,

music,  soundfx.  I  love  the  creation

process  all  of  them and even more

putting it al together and mould it into

a rich integrated application.

Luca  Marzello:  Your  first  version  of

fluid was an amazing and “Fluid”(sorry

a g a i n )  d i r e c t o r  m o v i e  i t  w a s

2000…nowadays people still trying to

simulate mac dock. did you invented

it  (i  mean  in  an  web/application
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interface  not  os)?

Fluid.nl:  The  growing  interface  as  I

l iked  to  ca l l  i t  came  out  of  an

experiment I did in Art school. (around

’97) .  This  is  the  f i rst  concrete

experiment that came out of my need

to change objects on the screen with

the mouse pointer. This is also why I

started  programming  again,  nobody

around me was able to make it.  So,

you start venturing yourself to realise

your ideas.

.

Luca  Marzello:  NedPho  is  a  beatiful

sound  experiment…don’t  you  think

sound in recent interactive project is

understimate by developers?

Fluid.nl:  Yes  absolutely,  there  are

beautiful  interactive  audio  projects

out  there,  but  they  come  in  small

numbers. The interesting applications

are  in  more  in  the  arts  then  in

interaction/interface design projects

Luca  Marzello:  Work  and Play.  They

can  grow  together  for  a  business

work?

Fluid.nl:  Yes,  absolutely.  Actually  I

don’t  like to make the distinction. It

should  be more or  less  the  same.  I

think  what  people  refer  to  is  the

difference  between  thinking  for

yourself or thinking for a client. If your

ideas and designs are interesting you

are asked for that by a client. By this it

automatically becomes a combination

of your own vision how things should

or could be and what you think is the

best  way  to  communicate  for  a

specific  client  goal.

.

Luca Marzello: One project you didn’t

done yet but you’ll kill for…

Fluid.nl:  Definatly  a  project  dealing

with  physical  interfaces,  motion

tracking  and  large  projections  to

create  a  highly  reactive  invironment.

Luca  Marzello:  Give  us  3  names  of

today digital/interactive scenario thet

inspire you and why.
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FLuid.nl:  Multi-touch devices for  the

possibility to have a physical interface

with the ability to receive and process

multiple  touches  creates  very

interesting,new  tactile  and  natural

ways to interact with digital objects.

P r o c e s s i n g ,  p r o g r a m m i n g

environment  for  generative  design

with  a  fast  growing  passionate

community.  Flypentop,  a  great

example  of  a  very  r ich  product

presentation  where  everythings  fits

perfectly.  And  most  important,

interactivity glues everyting together.

.

Luca  Marzello :  Wich  is  the  best

s u g g e s t i o n  y o u  c a n  g i v e  t o  a

designer/developer?

Fluid.nl: Start working for yourself and

for and oldie but still very good, read

Bruce Mau’s incomplete Manifesto for

Growth.

Luca  Marzello:  Future  Projects�Next

Challenge?

Fluid.nl: Shortly there is a new game,

animation  and  dynamic  website

coming up which will be broadcasted

soon  on  fluid.nl.  A  few  of  my  next

challenges (i  always have too many)

are connecting my behavior  designs

to  the  physical  world,  in  terms  of

sending  and  receiving,  conference

lecturing  and  researching  the  great

possibi l i t ies  of  interactive  3d

environments.

www.fluid.nl

www.atarimuseum.com/computers/

8BITS/XL/800xl/800xl.htm

http://mrl.nyu.edu/jhan/ftirtouch/

www.processing.org/

www.flypentop.com/

www.brucemaudesign.com/manifest

o.html
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Rld, La Republique Libre Du Design
Miriam Petruzzelli

Also this year Milan is speaking about

design again in the liveliest and most

gossiped about week of the season, Il

Salone  del  Mobile.  Here  design  is

extended  over  a  closed  public  to

a w a k e n  w i d e r  c u r i o s i t y  a n d

consensus, but still waiting to know if

also this year the Salone del  mobile

will be a sort of collective relay race

between  aperitifs  and  parties  or  if

instead everything will be reduced to

a  more  authentic  and  introspective

social  and  cultural  dimension.

Digimag  went  to  discover  perhaps

one  of  the  most  interesting  and

innovative  events  of  the  exhibition

that does not propose itself as a brief

occurrence,  but  attempts  a  new

contemplation  about  design  and

about its  contemporary polymorphic

expressions.

In fact RLD, ovvero la Repubblica

Libera del Design will be inaugurated

on April 6th. The Centre Culturel

Français hosts six sets between

decoration, research and new

aesthetics, testifying yet again the

social and cultural vocation of the city,

interpreting the most important

themes of the exhibition with taste

and intelligence.

To celebrate the event Federica Sala,

together  with  Marie-Laure  Jousset  ,

responsible  for  the  project  that

proposes design as a configuration of

an ideological state of research, that

crosses  the  continents  and  the

countries  and  riunites  individuals

moved by the same will;  to wonder

about  the  possible  territories  of

design.  The  exhibition  intends  to

explore these new territories destined

to develop and become an integrating

part of planning projects in the years

to  come.  Declaring  that  the  term

‘design»  represents  today  a  much

wider  togetherness  of  professions,

some of  which are completely  new:

graphic  design,  web  design,  food

design, fashion design, sound design,

garden design, whose cartography is

getting bigger every day.
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The sets exhibited interpret exactly

this tendency, pushing themselves

towards the borders of experience

based on creativity, innovation, and

research.

Miriam  Petruzzelli:  Design  between

r e a l i t y  a n d  u t o p i a ,  b e t w e e n

functionality and aesthetics. We asked

Federica  Sala  how  she  conjugates

these  aspects  inside  RLD?

Federica Sala:  When the idea of the

exhibition  was  born,  on  one  hand  I

followed  many  different  paths

through  the  panorama  of  French

creativity  looking  to  be  able  to

present  a  diverse  selection  of  stiles

and genres. On the other hand, I tried

t o  i n d i c a t e  s o m e  o f  t h e  n e w

approaches  that  face  the  design

world.  There  are  many  fascinating

projects  that  are  not  exhibited  and

that, who knows, may be the follow

up of the exhibition. The chosen title

was  born  out  of  this  dimension  of

“work in progress”, and wants to be a

type  of  proud  demonstration  in

continuous  movement  of  how

different  the  ways  of  facing  the

surrounding  reality  are.

I  believe it  was Enzo Mari  who said

that  design  is  the  prism  through

which we look at the world. Inside the

exhibited  projects  there  is,  for

example,  a  very  poetic  set  by  Arik

Levy ,  made up of  a  group of  light

sources, all with an organic form. It is

purely  aesthetic  project  full  of

emotions and not merely decorative. I

would say that in general the projects

are more of entrance door to utopia,

to a dream and to a game that is not

o r i e n t a t e d  t o w a r d s  a n y  r e a l

dimension  of  functionality.

.

Perhaps because for many designers

today this is the real functionality, to

bring what is  lacking to society,  the

mechanism of beyond, of dreams, of

the apparently superfluous, necessary

instead  to  create  sensations  and

introspections, often put aside by an
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approach  exclusively  based  on

technology  and  innovation.

The project  by Oliver  Peyricot  is  for

such  a  purpose  pure  criticism  on  a

design  based  on  aesthetics  of

comfort. It is a type of demonstration

in which the designer theorises that

major  comfort  comes  from  a  well

being  in  ones’  own  environment,

perhaps  in  total  nudity,  rather  than

surrounding oneself with objects that

should make everything much simpler

but that then complicate ones’ life.

Miriam Petruzzelli: I totally agree, but

what  are  the  implications,  the

connect ions  or  the  concrete

opportunities  that  these  projects

constitute,  in  relation  to  the  future

towards  which  they  tend,  beyond

industrial  design?

Federica Sala: A project that offers a

concrete  answer  is  certainly  Ivy  di

Oriane Dambrune e Marion Excoffon ,

as it is able to join a need for typical

functionality  of  the  contemporary

world, that is how to hide the jungle

of  electric  wires  that  invade  our

houses  and  offices,  transforming  it

into an aesthetical value thanks to the

assimilation of wires and sockets, to a

tropical climbing plant.

Another  example  could  be  the

collection Vynil ideata da Domestic : a

s e r i e s  o f  a r t i s t ’ s  g r a p h s  f o r

personalising  living  spaces  in  an  off

the cuff and fresh way. An alternative

to old style wallpaper, which today is

coming back into fashion, that plays

on its  ad-lib  potential.  I  find that  it

represents the actual evolution of the

world,  in  continuous  movement  of

spaces  like  thought.  The graphs  are

proposed  according  to  a  model

devised by the designer that created

them, but they are more susceptible

to every  modification by those who

use them�therefore a continuous and

contagious creative process.

.

Miriam Petruzzelli:   Work  more  and

more contaminated and in continuous

evolution.  The work  by RLD,  by  the

pupils of Ensci for example, also re-

propose the theme of the relationship

between  natural  and  artificial.  With

what  prospective  and  with  what

creative  results  in  your  opinion?

Federica Sala: Some of the projects by

the  pupils  of  Ensci  aim  at  going

beyond  the  limits  between  artificial

and  natural ,  blending  the  two
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elements together and are born out of

many  different  approaches.  For

example  Forêt  d’intérieur   di  Yoann

Ollivier eVerena Augustin proposes a

hybrid  between  the  natural  value

added by nature to daily life and its

artificial  reproduction.  Differently

Kaduc  di  Denis  Pellerin  tries  to

artificially  recreate  the  natural

processes  of  plant  despoliation  and

sprouting.

Miriam Petruzzelli:  And finally, going

back to the dream, to the game, to

the utopia, how much space is there

for the game and the irony in the work

presented  by  RLD?  What  emotions

and what importance have all  these

elements in interaction design?

Federica  Sala:  I  would  say  that  the

dimension of game and that of irony

are more some designers rather than

others  and  inside  the  proposed

selections.  There  are  certainly  some

projects that are deeply drenched in

it. In a particular way Robin di Denis

Pellerin , a small plastic leaf ready to

become a type of artificial prosthesis

for plants, that have seen better days,

but also ready to invade every type of

object thanks to its aversive charge.

.

Digital  art  as  interaction  design  are

activities that hide from the marriage

of a technological support to then be

transformed into emotional vehicles.

Electronic  Shadow  with  Camera

Oscura  (Dark  Room)  present  an

installation  wholly  interactive  and

completely  sensorial.  At  the  same

time  their  project  tries  to  outline  a

future route of poetic domotic, that is

not pure technology but transformed

in means to make our habitat a shelter

of  emotions.  The  project  theorises

neutral  environments,  without

strongly  featured  furniture  in  line

with ,  but  t ransformed  by  our

emotions  and  by  our  memories.  An

enduring  and  drenched  space  of

ourselves able to modify itself based

on our moods.

www.lecentreculturelfrancaisdemilan.

it
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Mutaforma: Private Becomes Collettive
Beatrice Ferrario

Collective Intelligence � a name taken

from  the  cyborg  imaginary  �  is  the

new  Evilia  di  Leonardo  and  Daniele

Tito  ‘s  outcome.  They  created  the

multimedia  project  Mutaforma.

Collective  Intelligence  (C.I.)  ,  which

uses web audio and video resources

to generate artistic creations. Sharing

is the key word.

They say the purpose of their work is

rhythm,  the passing of  time and its

deep  relationship  with  the  flux  of

images,  texts  and  sounds  collected

from the Internet, which is seen as an

enormous  hard  disk,  an  infinite

database  free  from  authorial  limits

and  so  available  for  creative  re-

interpretation of its contents and for a

free  from  territorial  l imits  and

geographical barriers redistribution of

creativity  and  knowledge.  Nothing

new, these are theories and concepts

internet and new media philosophers

and  theorists  have  stated  a  lot  of

times,  but  that  are  not  easy  to  put

into practice.

This  is  the  difference  of  Mutaforma

project .  I  ta lked  with  the  two

members  of  Mutaforma  project  to

better  understand  the  concept  of

Collective Intelligence and figure their

modus operandi out. That is, how they

take  internet  files  to  mix  up  the

contents  to create their  project  and

how  they  use  the  dynamics  of  the

Internet  to  spread  and  redistribute

these contents.

.

Beatrice  Ferrario:  you  use  internet

files to ex post manipulate to create

your artistic performances. What are

your purposes? Have you got a muse?
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Mutaforma: we are basically involved

in  audio  and  video  and  we  try  to

experiment  or  freely  express  our

emotions.  We  don’t  have  a  specific

purpose,  we start  from an idea  but

during the building up of the project

we can completely alter the nature of

this idea.

For the C.I. project we took inspiration

from Pierre  Lévy’s  homonymic  book

which looks at digital revolution as a

possibility  to  enlarge  knowledge

through  shar ing.  Geographic

distances  are  annulated  by  virtual

communities  putting  at  everyone’s

disposal  their  competences.

Beatrice  Ferrario:  In  tal  senso  si

potrebbe  dire  che  C.I.  è  un  nuovo

modo di  pensare Internet,  perchè lo

equipara a un enorme database?

Mutaforma:  The  internet  is  a  huge

database  everyone  can  take  some

part  of  data  away.  In  our  case  we

exploited the potentialities of the Net

to artistically re-elaborate files which

were  born  with  other  purposes.

Almost nothing has strict and precise

boundaries but thanks to the binary

code  you  can  manipulate  and  re-

categorize everything.
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Beatrice  Ferrario:  On  your  web  site

there’s  the  introduction  to  project

video whose title “Man and Machine”

suggests a cyborg universe. How did

you build it up?

Mutaforma:  Our  passion  is  also  our

work, actually we have a production

studio of audiovisual and multimedia.

This project doesn’t include files taken

from the Internet. The cyborg idea is

well-designed  to  introduce  the  C.I.

project theme Man and Machine. You

can  freely  download  ending  videos

and manipulate them. As a matter of

fact we want our project to go on and

w e  h o p e  p e o p l e  a c c e p t  t h e

inducement  to  manipulate  Man and

Machine videos and all C.I. videos.

Beatrice Ferrario:  Creative Commons

licence is  the symbol  of  file  sharing

philosophy  and  prerequisite  to  give

others  the  possibility  to  use  your

c r e a t i o n s .  I s  t h i s  c o l l e c t i v e

intelligence?

Mutaforma :  C.I .  has  a  Creative

Commons licence but we don’t have a

licence for all our works, it depends on

the  purpose  we  create  them.  Our

project  is  constantly  changing,

mutable.  The  concepts  of  sharing,

freedom of expression, and the right

to  manipulate  represent  collective

intelligence  because  they  create

knowledge and common knowledge.

There’re no more cultural differences

because  everyone  can  give  his

contribution to the virtual community

growth.

.

Beatrice  Ferrario:  According  to  your

point  of  view  there’s  a  medley

between artist and hacker. They seem

to  be  superimposed  in  a  net  art

project. Can you tell me how?

Mutaforma:  The  whole  symbolic

universe was sensitively influenced by

digital  techniques that  has been re-

writing values and cultural aspects of

the artistic event. The binary system

conferred  the  same  substance  to

different ways of communication and
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legitimated  the  representation  of

visual thought  and the manipulation

of  languages  which  were  far  away

from each others before. The medley

between  artist  and  hacker  is  the

conception of a new material shaper

that  collects  and  re-uses  codes

inserting his references and symbols.

The continuous echo of signs recalling

images,  experiences,  and knowledge

produces  a  bewilderment  between

the original work and its re-elaborated

clones.  The  uniqueness  is  lost  in

favour  of  an  inf in ite  semiot ic

amalgam. The hacker artist is aware of

the continuous changing, of the fact

his  inspiration  is  made  up  of  the

combination of thousand of thoughts

and  images,  which  are  the  re-

elaboration of something. The hacker

artist  has  to  propose  new  solutions

experimenting  language  medley.  He

has to manipulate binary data, violate

the rules and share his experiences in

favour of a common knowledge.

www.mutaforma.com

www.mutaforma.com/collective

www.mutaforma.com/collective/play

_intro.htm
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Sven And The Creative Video-surveillance
Tiziana Gemin

Every  day  we  leave  a  variety  of

uncontrolled traces of our passing and

actions.  As  a  matter  of  fact  new

technologies  extend our  possibilities

and  make  us  more  v is ib le  and

identifiable.  Television  cameras,

mobile  phones,  satel l ites,  and

personal  computers  give  us  the

possibility to monitor our actions and

constantly “spy” our lives.

As  time goes  by  our  judgement  on

video-surveillance  has  changed.  We

initially thought it was a damaging to

privacy  technology,  but  now  our

judgement has changed, we think of it

as  i t  were  a  means  of  �  main ly

psychological  �  protection  against

criminal  actions  in  various  contests.

In particolar after 11 September 2001

video-surveillance  became  �  in  the

imaginary of the people � an important

preventive measure against terrorism.

The presence of television cameras is

substantial  in  certain  areas.  The

demand  of  facial  imaging  television

cameras has considerably grown up.

.

Television cameras implemented with

AI algorithms, in particular biometric

facial  imaging give us the possibility

to  compare  the  images  of  people

t a k e n  w i t h  t h e  d a t a b a s e  o f

photographs  of  terror ists  and

criminals  we  have.

The set up and maintenance of these

technologies are very expensive and

they are in great demand even if they

are  not  always  effective  in  the

prevention of crime and create false

alarmism.  These  technologies  are

useless  in  the  case  of  particular

terrorist  attacks  �  the  ones  coming
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from the sky for example � and there is

a high risk to produce tragic accidents

due  to  erroneous  identification,  like

for  example  the  case  of  the  young

Brazi l ian  guy  who  was  shot  by

Scot land  Yard ’s  agents  in  the

underground last year in London who

was  completely  not  connected  to

terrorism.

Amy  Alexander,  Jesse  Gi lbert,

Wojciech  Kosma,  Vincent  Rabaud,

Nikhil  Rasiwasia in  a  way pull  these

technologies’  leg  demystifying  them

by  bringing  them  into  question

through their mechanisms, creatively

reinventing  their  use  to  implicitly

criticize  the  whole  defence/control

system.  .

.

The project SVEN – Surveillance Video

Entertainment Network , aka AI to the

People ironically brings a certain way

of using technology into question, the

technology which enters by force our

life and qualify a person on the basis

of some conventional  parameters.  Is

there  a  poss ib i l i ty  to  use  the

technology  which  is  now  used  to

discover if you are a criminal to reveal

you possible inner talents?

The  group  of  persons  who  created

SVEN  works  by  means  of  a  system

which  generates  real  time  video

performances. This system consists of

a  television  camera,  a  monitor  two

computers  which  can  be  placed  in

public  areas  where  a  surveillance

camera  is  supposed  to  be.

The  television  camera  shoots  the

space  and  a  particular  algorithm

installed in one of the two computers

reveals  some  characteristics  of  the

passing people. In the case of the look

of these persons is close to some of

fixed parameters �like for  example a

potential  rock  star  look  –  standard

camera vision is interrupted and a real

time  video  processing  application

starts to elaborate images to generate

images which look like music video.

The  video  is  then  shown  in  the

monitor placed in the public area.
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SVEN  is  a  developmental  work  in

progress.  For  instance they’d  like  to

put a camera on a mobile platform (on

a  track  for  example).  During  ISEA

2006 ( San Jose , CA , US ) you’ll have

the possibility to see their installation.

This project – with its critical potential

–  bears  a  resemblance  to  the

Surveillance  Camera  Players‘  work.

This group was created in 1996 in New

York  and  ironically  manifests  its

opposition  to  surveillance  cameras

because  the  group  thinks  they

damage basic human rights and they

are  also  useless  to  prevent  crime.

Their first performance was Ubu Roi

b y  A l f r e d  J a r r y  .  T h e i r  l a s t

performances include 1984 by Orwell

and waiting for Godot by Beckett. The

19 and 20 March SCPs took part in the

international days against surveillance

cameras.

http://deprogramming.us/ai/

http://deprogramming.us/

http://www.notbored.org/the-scp.ht

ml
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Lol Architects, Architecture In Second Life
Marco Cadioli

In  Second  life  there’s  no  need  to

sleep, drink or eat,  it’s not cold, but

there are houses just like those in the

real world; kitchens, living rooms, bed

rooms, and they are solidly anchored

to the ground even in the absence of

gravity,  with  a  roof  even  though  it

doesn’t rain and stairs to go from one

floor to another even though you can

fly.

There  are  also  places  planned  for

social life, meeting places, museums,

completly abstract environments. An

interesting reflection about SL can be

found in the work of the group LOL

architects ,  founded in the spring of

2005  by  the  students  of  the  fourth

year  of  architecture  of  the  Royal

Institute of Technology in Stockholm.

I meet Kapital Metropolitan, professor

of  the  Production  of  Architecture

course  at  The  Office  while  he  is

dancing in front of the Billboard with

the final presentation of the projects.

Just  a  l ittle  time  for  a  few  gags

because  at  the  same  time  the  real

party is taking place for the end of the

eight week course held by him, that is

by  Tor  Lindstrand  and  by  Pal le

Torsson.  They  are  drinking  and

enjoying  themselves  with  all  the

students and they tell me that in that

precise  moment  they  are  being

projected onto a four by three metre

screen in Stockholm.

.

A strong mix  between the  real  and

virtual  world the characteristic of all

the courses that take place in part in

the classrooms and in part in Second

L i f e .  T h e  c o u r s e  t a k e s  i n t o

consideration  historical,  theoretical,

a n d  p r a c t i c a l  a s p e c t s  o f  t h e
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representation  and  planning  of

architecture  and  analyses  how  the

systems of projection have n effect on

our understanding of space, through

the  evolution  of  media  such  as

painting  and  photography  upto  3D

environmets. SL has been chosen as a

3D  platform  for  experimenting  new

forms  of  architecture,  the  projects

have been carried out using modelling

tools  at  the  disposal  of  al l  the

residents  and  are  exhibited  at  The

Office  ,  the  world’s  largest  virtual

architecture  office,  a  whole  island

headquarters  of  the  LOL  architects.

Taking  advantage  of  the  party,  I’m

able to meet some of the members of

the LOL architects. I speak to Raplaa

Lazarno , all black with a slender body

and a big head with two white eyes

that  is  exhibiting  his  project:  3D

Graff i t i ,  making  Graff i t i  in  an

architectural  way.

.

He asks me to follow him and he takes

me in front of a slide show of one his

creations  of  3D  graff it i  on  the

buildings  in  Second  Life,  green  3D

objects,  small  geometric  shapes

applied  on  the  faces,  roofs,  and

windows.  It  is  the  logic  of  graffiti,

signs left on the city, but in this case,

they are not permanent and can be

removed at any time. I ask him if they

are seen as shapes with a composite

function  with  the  building,  if  the

owner of  the building sees them as

works  of  art  or  vandalism,  but  the

problem  seems  to  be  unsolved  like

the graffiti in the real world. Amusing

are the photos published by Raplaa of

his works with the information of how

many days/hours it took the owner of

the  building,  to  remove them or  to

return them to the sender.

Lavande Pixel/Magnus Nilsson speaks

to  me  about  his  project  YURT++

inspired  by  the  antic  tents  of  the

central  Asian  nomads,  Yurt  to  be

exact .  Compar ing  tradit ional

architecture to open source software,

both  built  by  their  own  users,  up

dated and finely tuned for centuries.

The objective of the project is to take

the evolution of the Mongolian yuth

into SL and adapt it to the new living

demands of the avatar. I  go back to

The  Office  several  t imes  in  the

following days to visit other projects.
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There is a building which is a 3D travel

guide for beginners in SL, it presents

places, people and events. There are

experiments  on  sound  spaces,  on

surfaces and modules for the building

of a temple. Go into Treat, A Museum

o f  S w e e d e n ,  d i  A n n i d a

Hogsander/Vava  Vavoom,  through a

short  corridor  that  represents  the

brief Swedish summer into an almost

dark room, the long Nordic night, in

which we see images and texts about

the northern light,  about the effects

of the midnight sun, the experience of

darkness. A sensory route, like in the

best museums.

Publ ic  Memoria l  P lace  di  E l in

Pääjärvi/Elke Rinkitink is instead basic

architecture,  bare,  with  spaces  that

induce  meditation  in  this  building,

which was thought of as a monument

in the memory of redundant avatars.

Inside  there  is  a  billboard  with  the

photos of the avatars that have gone

astray, and then a ramp to follow in a

suffused environment  that  wants  to

induce  us  to  contemplate  and

remember,  while  going  up  to  the

platform of the Memorial Speiceflight

.  All  of the instructions to send into

orbit a portion of our own avatar are

engraved on the floor at the entrance

of the building.

.

I fly around a refinery, an architectural

element  in  itself  that  outlines  a

landscape, impressive with the smoke

and  the  f lames  coming  out  of

enormous  chimneys.  The  project  of

Clara  Lundeberg/Canone  Vavoom

beyond a scenic element it becomes a

game  and  the  refinery,  completely

reinvented in its function, it turns into

a giant slide where it is possible to let

oneself fall down the chimney into a

long purple vortex.

The surfaces  and the  materials  only

have a  symbolic  value in  the virtual

buildings.  So  says  Aksel  Grip/Vince

Callisto  who  tries  to  mix  organic

shapes and built structures, buildings

and  nature  in  a  garden  of  texture
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rolled up around itself  that create a

a l m o s t  c o m p l e t e l y  a b s t r a c t

environment.  Very  pleasant  to  walk

through, one of the most beautiful I

saw in SL.  It  is  outside,  exploded in

space,  we  see  the  constituting

elements  of  the  structure  that

explicitly declare the modules and the

primitive  starting  point  of  the

building.

.

In  this  and  in  many  other  works

exh ib i ted  necess i ty  i t se l f  o f

architecture  in  SL  is  put  under

examination, unhooked from many of

the living space needs. The

In  these  projects  we find  important

research  of  how  to  conceive  and

project  virtual  worlds,  fundamental

for giving shape and sense to places

that  we  more  and  more  often

frequent and live online, new spaces

for socialising and meeting, studying

and working, without squashing them

onto a bad copy of the real world. To

explore the architecture of tomorrow

already today,  as  the LOL architects

say!.

www.internetlandscape.it

http://www.unrealstockholm.org/wik

i/index.php?title=Main_Page
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Share Festival, The Limit Is Surmountable
Teresa De Feo

The last edition of the Share Festival

2006 has just ended, this year it had

the  pleasure  of  accompanying  the

acclaimed winter Olympics in Torino.

Growing  in  notoriety,  both  at  a

national  and  international  level,  and

attracting  institutional  interest,  this

time the Share Festival  was held on

the  premises  of  the  prestigious

Accademia Albertina di  Belle  Arti  of

principal Piemontese town.

The  theme  of  this  second  edition,

which took place at the same time as

the Para Olympic games, was the limit

is surmountable, declined in all of its

possible  challenges  and  variables  in

r e f e r e n c e ,  n o t  o n l y  f r o n t i e r

experiments of the daring electronic

artists but also the admirable courage

of the Para Olympic athletes.

The  overcoming  of  limits,  between

artist  and  user,  between  body  and

interface, among alphanumeric codes

and symbolic or subversive contents,

among copyright and free sharing, it is

not by chance that it seems to be the

converging  point  of  the  various

declinations  of  the  creative  digital

universe. This year the Share Festival

had the merit  of facing the topic at

three  hundred  and  sixty  degrees

putting the accent  on thematic  and

questions araised by the creative use

of  technology,  that  at  the  various

stages  of  its  articulated  history

re lat ive  to  the  technologica l

development.

.

M e e t i n g s  w i t h  e m i n e n t

representatives of digital culture and

debates were not lacking to face the

topic  from  different  angles.  Quite

articulated this year the festival  was
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divided  into  three  major  categories:

Pioneers, Shifted e Onezeroworld , in

which, following a chronological line,

pass ing  f rom  a  t r ibute  to  two

pioneers,  Nam  Jun  Paik  ,  father  of

video art, and Le Corbusier , author of

the first ever multimedia work of art,

to  the  presentation  of  the  most

mature contemporary artists through

to the audacious and less catalogable

experimentations.  Nor  was  there  a

lack  of  presentations  of  artistic

projects that used Creative Common

licence o active on the copyleft front.

Shifted, central body of the exhititing

part  of  the  Festival,  was  subdivided

into three different  thematic  routes:

Borderline,  taken care of  by Simona

Lodi , particular attention given to the

theme of  interaction  between man-

machine; Radical Software, taken care

of  by  Domenico  Quaranta  and

dedicated  to  the  various  subversive

possibilities of the use of software and

Un-limited cinema addressed to  the

presentation of the new web-cinema

re-media languages, taken care of by

Luca Barbeni.

.

On  the  radical  software  side  the

faithful  Molleindustria,  [epidemiC],

Ubermorgen.org  .  absolutly  to  be

played is the McDonald’s Videogames

,  o f  t h e  i t a l i a n  g a m e  f a c t o r y

Molleindustria , in which in the shoes

of  the  McDonalds  administrator  the

player is called to manage the whole

multinational  production  l ine,

discovering  all  of  the  imperfections

and power games.

By  the  col lect ive  [epidemiC]  ,

AntiMafia  was  presented ,  a  refined

perverse  intelligent  software.  Anti-

mafia,  based  on  a  peer-to-peer

system, allows one to share actions of

mediatic disturbance without needing

any intervention on behalf of the user

o leader who coordinates the actions.

It could be fitting, shame that it is the

same activism to be damaged by the

human component, but above all  by

its  own  “roots”,  the  activity:  it  is  a

software that is “activated” and it does

almost everything.
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Animated  by  the  same  provocation

and certainly not politically correct, is

GWEI (Google Will Eat Itself) , project

presented  by  Ubermorgen.com  and

made in collaboration with Alessandro

Ludovico  and  Paolo  Cirio  of  which

DigiMag looked at in the last number

in March.

In the same section,  the Scream by

Amy Alexander  is  also interesting,  a

little  software,  that  when  actived

stays on the application bar until the

machine makes us angry, at that point

it can do nothing else but scream our

“anxiety” .

From  the  area  Borderline,  equally

ironic  and  enjoyable,  is  the  little

N e r v o u s ,  d i  B j o r n  S c h u l k ,  a n

interactive  audiocinetic  object

sensitive to the visitor’s presence and

touch. When one gets closer Nervous,

equipped inside with a Theramin, one

of the first  electronic instruments in

history,  it  starts  to  get  nervous,  it

starts to beep and move frenetically.

Very nice,  also for  the shape,  round

and furry.

.

Amusing, but at the same time very

complex is the project by 02L- Unità

zero,  it  is  made  up  of  actuators

(springboard)  that  when stepped on

activate,  through  research  in  the

audio-video  database,  sound

s e q u e n c e s  a n d  v i d e o - c l i p s

respectively  reproduced by speakers

and projected on to a screen. There

are  five  springboards  therefore  it  is

possible for the visitor, or visitors, to

delight themselves with their own DJ

and VJ  performance with  their  own

feet and rhythm.

By  Un-limited  Cinema  we  indicate

ocular.com  by  Jeoff  Lillemon  ,  a

surreal  artist  that  expresses  himself

through cinemagraphic paintings; The

Collective Intelligence Project , by the

Italian  group  Multiforma  (see  the

article  NetArt  this  month)  ,  and

Imagepirate, by Antonio Mendoza , a

video made remixing pieces of great

historical films and audio lines of great

musicians.

They are projects made for the net

and that reflect the statute and the

expressive possibilities of the web,

therefore I invite you to and visitthem

at their respective websites (you will

find the addresses below). The host

country of the Share Festival this year:

Slovenia.
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www.toshare.it/

http://epidemic.ws/antimafia/

www.molleindustria.it

www.02L.net

www.gwei.org

http://scream.deprogramming.us/

www.oculart.com/http://www.ocular

t.com/

www.imagepirate.com

www.mutaforma.com/collective/inde

x.htm
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Roberto Latini Chained Atmotion Capture
Annamaria Monteverdi

There are rare example of use of the

technology  Motion  Capture  in  the

prose  theatre,  as  this  is  a  modality

more  frequented  by  the  digital

choreography  or  special  effects

cinematography.  To  experiment  the

expressive  potential ity  of  the

machinery-body  associated  to  data

glove,  an  artist  eclectic  such  as

Roberto  Latini  was  necessary  ,

recognized as the talent of the new

Italian research theatre.

Latini is supported by Gianluca Misiti ,

a  creator  of  elabourated  sound

partiture, by the interactive designer

Andrea  Brogi/Xlab  expert  of  the

ambient and characters 3D animation

and  by  the  videomaker  Pierpaolo

Magnani/Xlab-Dn@  for  the  video  in

chromakey. After an artistic staying at

Pasquini  Castle of Castiglioncello for

Armunia, Latini, already author of the

theatre  project  Radiovisioni,  creates

and  plays  alone  in  the  scene  (in

Tuscany at the Cecina and Pontedera

theatre) a strange Ubu Incatenato  ,

sequel of the more famous Ubu RE  of

the  desecrating  and  biting  pre-

surrealist (or pro-dada as the historic

Henri Béhar define him) Alfred Jarry.

Played in 1937 (that is 47 years after

the memorable representation of the

Ubu Roi at the Théâtre de l’ Oeuvre in

Paris) with the sets of Max Ernst , this

text  tells  with  modern  humour  the

stories  of  King  Ubu  who,  after  his

reign in Poland, is about to get rid of

the  collective  alienation  becoming

voluntarily slave, means the most free

of  the  men.  A  theme,  this  of  the

exaltation  of  the  slavery,  that  lend

itself to interesting actualization and

different interpretation, as Latini says:

“Father Ubu is an example for lots of

people, who try to chain their selves

though their freedom. Freedom  and

Slavery  are inside the same concept”.
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A mechanic sets (typical  Ernst style)

on two floors, plenty of old household

appliances,  tools,  binaries,  that

remembers the artistic assembling on

a random method, typically surrealist,

a sort of background for this piece for

actors and machines.

The sets is composed by three panels

where  3D  ambient,  images  from  a

webcam,  pre-recorded  videos  and

characters  managed  Real  Time

directly by Latini are projected. Latini

uses  a  Motion  Capture  suite  with

whom  King  Ubu,  with  his  auto-

imposed  enslavement  to  obtain  the

real freedom, becomes chained to the

technological  machine.  Other

characters are created with computer

graphic  and  moved  by  the  virtual

glove or alteration in the voice tone.

.

Between continuous irruptions in the

present,  from songs  to  reference at

the  actual  politic,  Latini  plays  with

extraordinary ability the utopian role

of  puppet-actor  “(evoked  by  Jarry

himself  in  the  1986  About  the
uselessness of the theatre at theatre ),
the actor-machine and the paradox of

the  actor:  “ It  is  a  paradox  that

determined the modality of research.

Maybe because of  the reflection on

the actor, of the staying on the stage,

on the being author of our self,  and

maybe  because  of  Jarry  compared

with  Ubu,  for  its  grade  of  relation,

belonging and dependence, the most

interesting question is the one about

the  identity,  the  point  of  view,  the

role. We searched a way to be at the

same time Ubu and Jarry. So not just

the  puppet  and  the  hand  who

animate it,  not  just  the puppet  and

the puppeteer, but also the author in

front of the forms that become their

own works”.

A haughty prove who evidently puts

this Ubu between the most significant

examples of the theatre in the digital

era  .  A  theatre  who  aff i rm  the

centrality of the actor, vital fulcrum of

the  scenic  experience whom bodies

interfaced allows to  give  life  to  the

entire show. The cyberactor return to

take on the characters of the Super-

puppet  profetized  by  Craig  ,  of  the

“man-ambulant architecture” of Oskar

Schlemmer  and  the  mejercholdian

biomechanic  actor  who  says  “the

body is a machine and the actor the

mechanic”.
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Finalmente Cosmesi
Massimo Schiavoni

The  Italian  theatre  re-start  from

Dramaturgy from the Space. I want to

start  woth  this  phrase  pointing  the

lights on a project born in 2003 with

two  young  from  Friuli  that  already

have  years  of  research  on  their

shoulder: Eva Geatti e Nicola Toffolini.

Her, performer of the new generation,

grown  up  with  artistic  season  near

some affirmed groups as the Motus ,

Teatrino Clandestino, Masque teatro e

Teddy Bear Company. She represent

the winning card on which bet for a

new theatre  in  search  of  originality,

professionalism  and  creativity.  Eva

also  have  more  energy,  and  that

becomes evident when she succeed

in touching our souls and involve us

d u r i n g  t h e  p l a y .  N i c o l a  i s  a n

international artist,  already finalist at

the  6°  Prize  Cairo  Communication  ,

who  participated  to  the  major

contemporary artistic festival such as

Quadrennial  of  Roma,  TECHNE  02  ,

the 42° Suzzara Prize or at the Opel

and  the  united  arts  for  Europe  .

Currently, he addressed his attention

to  the  theatre  of  the  research,

showing  competences  in  different

artistic ambits as far as the design and

the art light.

Between the collaboration of Eva and

Nicola born Cosmesi , a project the

revolutioned the ways of

contemporary theatre, placing itself at

the summit of the Italian panorama.

They play different shows, Bionda I

interno 5 present at the festival

ENtoPAN at the Foundry of Londra,

Prove di condizionamento at the

Festival of Santarcangelo dei Teatri

2005 and is also guest “star” at the

Festival Giostra in May 2005, at the Bè

Bologna summer 2005, at the festival

Avostanis 2005.
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Last January there’s been an encore of

a  play  half  installation  and  half

performance,  half  play  and  half

tragedy, half  sound and half  silence,

half artificial space and half natural, on

the premises of San Giorgio Theatre in

Udine:  Avvisaglie  di  un  cedimento

strutturale . Play winner of the Iceberg

Festival  2005  and  replied  at  the

Santarcangelo of the theatre Festival

always in 2005. We can contemplate

and admire this performance in Rome,

in occasion of the Ipercorpo Festival

created by Paolo Ruffini , the 19 th , 20

th ,  21  st  and 22 nd of  April  at  the

SantaSangre-Kollatino  Underground

Theatre.

Avvisaglie di un cedimento strutturale

is able to love and then destroy things

that we always consider as friends.

Everyday life, family, visual and

introspective experiences. It is able to

conceive unstable processes, to

manage relationships between body

and space without the logos. It is the

innovative aesthetic that marks Eva’s

action, the red and white have a

strong visual and sensory impact, as

the coffin, the phone, the umbrella,

the cake or the cups have a strong

intrinsic meaning, or just conceptual.
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The  overcoming  of  the  horizontal

relationship stalls-scene in favour of a

vertical  prospective is  not a random

choice, as obviously the architecture

friend/prison, as the cold and aseptic

neon,  as  the  podium/cube  in  the

centre of the scene. Living this space

means  being  part  of  it,  share  good

points and bad points, converse with

details  and  with  yourself.  We’re  in

front  of  a  new  experience  of  the

space  proposed  to  the  public  and

l ived  at  the  same  t ime  by  the

protagonist, who first reflect and then

becomes  victim,  and  lets  emerge

solitude  and  melancholy  of  the

nowadays  society.

If  the  draw  at  the  interaction  with

your  own  space  is  frequent,  it  is

though  an  empty  and  make  up

privacy, disturbing I rather say, where

more  than  reassure,  i t  remind

questions and problems that we never

imagined.  It  is  an  artistic  ambient

more than a set. The perception that

we  knew  at  the  beginning  is  now

against us, crushing on us during the

final. We go through the cohabitation

with  to  the cohabitation not  to.  No

interface,  no  special  effect,  no

multimedia.  After all,  art must make

us forget  about  technology to  build

up aesthetic and ethic.

.

“We  now  have  our  own  space,
immaculate  and  long.  People  and
objects  become  simple  presence
inside  it,  equal  to  each  others  and
linked one to another. Objects inside
this sterile perimeter show to define
and characterize a symbolic ambient.
The visitor, an inhabitant of situations,
composes  geometries  and  build
clashes in the space, transforming it.
The  space  is  anyway  clear,  without
obscurit ies,  a  place  of  s imple
certainties that the inhabitant manage
with  confidence  and  in  absolute
solitude. The routine articulates time
in  a  protect  and  sure  existence,
composed  of  precise  movements
inside  a  perfectly  known  space.
Standard  situation  .
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A pleasant and apparent quiet mood.
In the dark moment where all of this
collapse,  the  way  of  being  modify
radically and the need of help drive to
speak.  All  is  huge  and  complex.
Everything that was familiar it is now
monstrous. There is no way to keep
contact with all that remain. From this
moment  the  objects  are  no  more
poetic  association  of  thoughts,  but
rather  complex  joints  and  bad
companions”.

.

The beauty of this aseptic installation

is  inside  the  discovery  that  the

dramaturgy transfigures  through the

gestures ,  the  choreographic

movements,  the  strong  symbolisms

and  through  the  sound  and  visual

aspects.  It  is  a theatre-image where

the  minimalist  aspect  is  underlined

and  the  f luid  rhythm  helps  the

attention  of  the  user.

The marvellous  Eva  plays  with  “our”

solitude putting up characters of the

imaginary, covering with nonexistent

rain, wearing the happy apprehension

of a first love, operating a flying object

above the public by remote control,

touching a  tree  through an  artificial

hole  or  easily  introducing,  with

unhealthy precision, everyday objects

t h a t  b e c o m e  m o r e  a n d  m o r e

extraneous.  So  here  the  anxiety  of

consumerism has the upper hand or,

more  easi ly,  the  anxiety  of  the

contemporary  solitude.  So let’s  start

again from Cosmesi , finally, for a new

theatre research.
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Remediating Pontecorvo
Domenico Quaranta

According  to  Jay  D.  Bolter  and

Richard  Grusin,  new  media  absorb

and emulate old media. They call this

phenomenon remediation and it  can

be seen both as the direct expression

and invisibility of medium and hyper-

mediation or display of medium and

its characteristics.

O n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  i n t e r e s t i n g

characteristics  of  this  process  is  it’s

multidirectional action. As a matter of

fact new media give us the possibility

to  discover  some  characteristics  of

old media we forgot because of their

linear evolution and so they give their

contribution to their growth. So “soft

cinema”  experiments  and  “database

logic”  (Lev  Manovich)  gave  us  the

possibility  to  recollect  that  “all  films

are computational, all films are a kind

of net art” because they are based on

an enormous archive of elements and

the  final  product  –  the  film  –  only

represents one of countless possible

combinations. Daniel Coffeen states it

in his introductory essay to The Battle

of Algiers , by Marc Lafia and Fang-Yu

Lin , the central panel of the triptych

commissioned  by  the  Whitney

Museum of New York with the Tate

Modern of London in the occasion of

Node.London.

.

As  the  title  reveals  the  project  is

above  all  an  outstanding  case  of

remediation, the starting material was

actually  taken  from  The  Battle  of

Algiers  (1965)  ,  the historical  film by

Gillo  Pontecorvo  that  –  three  years

after the liberation war of Algeria from

the  French  colonists  –  tr ied  to

reconstruct  this  in  a  sense  atypical

battle Algerians won as a result of the

scattered and “cellular” structure of its
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army in spite of the static nature and

predictability of the French army.

The  uniqueness  of  the  Pontecorvo’s

movie  is  the  structure  miming  the

scheme of the battle at the same time

refusing the stereotypes of this genre

and reducing  the  complexity  of  the

dynamics or power to an history. The

starting  database  refuses  a  linear

structure,  the  telling  is  fragmentary

and  it  follows  multiple  directions

interlacing  to  form  a  complex  grid.

.

This  explains  the  Lafia  and  Lin’s

c h o i c e .  T h e y  f o u n d  i n  t h e

P o n t e c o r v o ’ s  m o v i e  s o m e

potentialities  the  following  cinema

forgot and digital media are now re-

proposing  with  a  new  energy.  As  a

matter  of  fact  The  Battle  of  Algiers

adopts a net-like structure where the

segments  related  to  the  two  parts

(the  French  army  and  the  Algerian

one)  set  and  move  according  to

different  dynamics,  which  are

unpredictable, confuse, and very rapid

in  the  case  of  the  Algerian  army,

which abruptly emerges to suddenly

disappear in the background.

A p a r t  f r o m  t h e s e  g e n e r i c

characteristics,  every  “cell”  has  an

autonomous  behaviour,  which  is

strictly determined by its role in the

whole  history.  Following Potecorvo’s

suggestion,  the development of  this

story  is  completely  transferred from

the  content  to  the  structure,  from

what a sequence of photogram tells

to  how  this  sequence  behaves  in

relation to the other sequences.

.

The  audience  can  partly  direct  this

complex bundle of events by means

of a control panel to zoom a specific

area of  the grid  or  to wipe out  the

screen to reconstruct the grid. But at

some point you forcedly lose control

on  its  behaviour  because  you  are

distracted  by  the  fragments  of  the

story  winding  up  under  your  eyes,

which actually direct the show.

The  drama  doesn’t  disappear,  it  is
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transferred:  if  you look for  it  in  the

development of the story, or in single

scenes  you’l l  get  disappointed

because  almost  all  drama  is  in  the

behaviour  of  the  interface,  in  the

rhythmic  pulsing  of  the  fluxes  of

energy  crossing  it.

http://artport.whitney.org/commissi

ons/battleofalgiers/BattleofAlgiers.sh

tml

http://artport.whitney.org/commissi

ons/new_commissions.shtml

www.compustition.com/

www.marclafia.net/

www.softcinema.net
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Hans Schabus And The Very Pleasure
Isabella Depanis

The artistic collaboration between the

Austrian artist Hans Schabus who

inquires mainly into the space and The

Very Pleasure duo (composed by the

Austrian artists Oliver Welter, who’s

the singer of the band Naked Lunch

and Fritz Ostermayer ) turned out into

an interesting event which took place

at the spaces of the laboratory of

Teatro alla Scala.

On the wall of an enormous hangar

was projected the video realized by

Hans Schabus Val Canale, while The

Very Pleasure duo was playing

upstairs almost invisible to the

audience (at a sort of mezzanine floor

which covers a part of the area of the

hangar). The songs (both covers and

new songs) were focused on the

theme of the mountain.

The video projected is a trip along the

border between Italy and Austria � so

the Val Canale, which is trapped

among the mountains. The artist shot

from the helicopter all the bounder in

a very long sequence plan, without

interruptions; the result is an hypnotic

work transmitting the sensation of

voyage. The Very Pleasure’s

performance was surely a completely

pertinent sound comment, a serious

and inspired music, which is frequent

among the Northern bands.

.

The final result is a performative event

of a great impact for the audience;

the hugeness of the projection and

the sound wrapping up the whole

(empty) space projected the audience

in an intense reflexive dimension. It

represents an actual metaphoric

voyage for the audience. Also,

shooting the geographic frontier
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between Austria and Italy is a symbol

of the voyage of the artist from

Vienna (where he lives) and Milan

(where the projection was shown).

This is not the first time Schabus

refers to the theme of the voyage. In

one of his precedent works Western

shot his trip on a small boat he self

made along the subterranean

channels of Vienna . The result is a

romantic adventure between dream

and reality. Shabaus is an artist

investigating the space he tries to re-

define travelling through it; the

starting point of his works is the

history of the places where he’s

intervening.

.

For the Biennial of Venice 2005 ,

Schabus presented Das Letzte Land

covering the Austrian exhibition area

with the reconstruction of a

mountain; it was a computerized

model, a techno mountain. It seemed

very intimidating from the outside but

it was actually accessible from the

inside; mounting along a system of

staircases you came to the top where

you can see the whole Venice from a

window. His intent was to make the

work emerge in spite of the space (in

this case a public space with a very

important past) where it was exposed.

This explains the decision to cover the

exhibition area.

So Schabus gets possession of the

space to re-create it, he every time

imposes the space different limits you

can control and physically enter in it

giving us more consciousness and

perception of the space around us,

which is perceived as a sort of outer

space, out of limits and structures.

www.biennale-schabus.at/
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Video Mobile
Monica Ponzini

From installations exploiting mobile

technology to works expressly

conceived for iPod video is becoming

more and more interactive. New

possibilities of production and using

have been opened and they

encourage the artistic practices

connected to “imagining in

movement”. The evolution is more

and more evident in single works of

art, exhibitions, and festivals.

This evolution is evident in the British

artist Martin Rieser ‘s installation

Hosts, which has just animated the

spaces of the Abbey of Bath with

videos projected on 5 mega screens.

The audience wore ultrasound plates

and wireless handcuffs and they were

free to move around. When a visitor

stopped in front of a screen he

“attracted” the projection of some

characters addressing him some

sentences and following him while he

moved around the abbey.

A further development would have

been the possibility to activate video

appearances in different areas of the

city through GPS and to give the

possibility to the audience to create a

3D avatar by sending a pic from their

mobile phone.

.

The works of art presented last

December at the PodART exhibition at

the Fine Art Space in New York are

movable too: a series of artists from

Marisa Olson to the MTAA duo

realized some products thought to be

visualized (and sell) on the last Apple

mobile device only.

And projects like Odys for your iPod

by Nathaniel Stern – far from the
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market logics and closer to the

sharing spirit � are becoming symbols

of a sort of interactive video-art and

take-away at everyone’s disposal.

Odys is a series of downloadable six

video-poems where the main

character � Odys � try to reconstruct

his past in a fragmentary way: a past

the spectator must help to

reconstruct, by personally filling

narrative voids up in a relationship

that becomes almost intimate

through the iPod fruition.

.

And there are also a lot of festivals

dedicated to video: d/Art/2006 ,

Australian festival dedicated to video

and digital arts from 15 April to 6 May

are presenting a selection of works of

art realized by means of mobile

technologies. The American

organization The Flux, which

promotes young filmmakers, has

presented the first iPod Film Festival .

Users of its web site can vote online

till 15 April.

So the possibility to long way interact

make the space lived by the audience

in installations huger and the

technical reproducibility encourages

the creation of a “personal gallery”

that can be seen everywhere. There

are a lot of users downloading videos

and using instruments � that can be

downloaded from the internet � to

create other instruments to put at

someone else’s disposal. This

“virtuous” circle is very interesting�.

www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?i

d=300

www.martinrieser.com/Hosts.htm

www.31grand.com/podart.html

www.theflux.tv/ipodfest
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Link index

Experiment New Interactions

http://www.kinotek.org

Rec Festival, Live After Siesta

http://www.hfr-lab.com/

http://www.lovebytes.org.uk/

http://www.addictive.com

http://www.cinefeel.org

http://www.optronica.org

http://www.giraffentoast.com

http://www.bitfilm-festival.org

Echran, Black Electronic Metronomy

http://www.echran.net/

http://www.ebriarecords.com/

http://www.otolab.net/

http://www.echran.net/ornament/index.htm

Live: To Play And To Create Is Like Playing

http://www.ableton.com/

La Molleindustria, When The Goin’ Gets Tough

http://www.molleindustria.it/

Meeting The Media Guru: Geert Lovink

http://laudanum.net/geert/
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http://www.hermesnet.it/tecnologia/speciali/lovink/mondovirtuale.html

Science Of Information, Science And Society

The Fear Of The Limit

http://www.heatseeker.it

http://www.toshare.it/

Fluid.nl: Designer O Developer?

http://www.fluid.nl

http://%20www.atarimuseum.com/computers/8BITS/XL/800xl/800xl.htm

http://mrl.nyu.edu/%7Ejhan/ftirtouch/

http://www.processing.org/

http://www.flypentop.com/

http://www.brucemaudesign.com/manifesto.html

Rld, La Republique Libre Du Design

http://www.lecentreculturelfrancaisdemilan.it%20

Mutaforma: Private Becomes Collettive

http://www.mutaforma.com/

http://www.mutaforma.com/collective

http://www.mutaforma.com/collective/play_intro.htm

Sven And The Creative Video-surveillance

http://isea2006.sjsu.edu/

http://deprogramming.us/ai/

http://deprogramming.us/

http://www.notbored.org/the-scp.html
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Lol Architects, Architecture In Second Life

http://www.internetlandscape.it/

http://www.unrealstockholm.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page

Share Festival, The Limit Is Surmountable

http://www.toshare.it/

http://epidemic.ws/antimafia/

http://www.molleindustria.it/

http://www.02l.net/

http://www.gwei.org

http://scream.deprogramming.us/

http://www.oculart.com/http:/www.oculart.com/

http://www.imagepirate.com/

http://www.mutaforma.com/collective/index.htm

Roberto Latini Chained Atmotion Capture

http://www.fortebraccioteatro.com/

Finalmente Cosmesi

Remediating Pontecorvo

http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/battleofalgiers/BattleofAlgiers.shtml

http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/new_commissions.shtml

http://www.compustition.com/

http://www.marclafia.net/

http://www.softcinema.net/

Hans Schabus And The Very Pleasure
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http://www.biennale-schabus.at/

Video Mobile

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=300

http://www.martinrieser.com/Hosts.htm

http://www.31grand.com/podart.html

http://www.theflux.tv/ipodfest
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